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American News

Thank You Thank You Thank You
Moriel and all of its workers would like to offer a big thank you for all of your generous gifts, offerings and tithes for this
past years. These offerings do allow us to continue in the work that the Lord has called us into. We continue to expand missions
and as you will see in the Quarterly. Again, we are most appreciative of what you give.
Well here we grow again
Well when I wrote this section in January of 2017 we had hope to have started our outreach to India. But now Jacob is
headed over to pay his first visit to India in September and will be looking over some property for a new work for orphans. He will
be accompanied by Mark Jackson, who has been a missionary to India for 20 years and has plenty of experience in India. Jacob and
Mark will be accompanied by Steve Mitchell a former missionary to India. So please pray for these men as they head over there and
also for Jacob and his health that there will be no problems.
Off to the Far East! Marco Quintana will be accompanying me to the Philippines as well as to Thailand. We are headed
over there to dedicate the land that Moriel has purchased next to the home of our pastor & his family. We had hope to purchase the
land, made an offer which was accepted but then the owner raised the price. So, we submitted the problem to The Lord and waiting
on Him. Well a few months back the owner lowered the asking and we accepted. Pastor Paul has already started clearing the land
and making plans to start building when the rainy season ends in September. I am excited to see this project underway. For those
of you who support this work there, please know for years Pastor Paul and his family have used their home to run the feeding
program. They expanded their house to the edges of their property. They feed the kids out of their own kitchen! Just think if you
had 60 to 90 kids coming to your house each day to be feed. Also, on Sundays church is held there so for the Sevill family, little
time for themselves and little privacy. I asked Pastor Paul’s wife, who has never complained about the work ongoing in her house,
is she excited about having her house for family and a new building for The Lord’s work she smiled demurely and relied, “It will be
very nice to have a little time alone.” I think the key word there is “little.” A very dedicated family who has sacrificed much of their
life to help these kids have better health, a full stomach, an education and most importantly to know the gospel of Jesus Christ.
To our UK friends
Remember we have a new mailing address for Moriel as well as new contact numbers.
Natalie Alon +44 (0) 7548 533 351 Address: Moriel (UK) 118 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5ED England
New Books finished, well almost!
We have two new books coming out soon. The first one will be the third book in the Grain series working on the cover
and hope to have it to the printer soon. Also, Jacob has been working hard on his new book No Balm in Gilead. Jacob has finished
the book, and it is now in the editing process and proof reading portion. Hopefully we will be ready to have it for sell by the end of
the year. The title is No Balm in Gilead- AFTER THE RAPTURE - 'The Autumn Feast Of Israel & The Return Of Christ' What
Really Happens?
Also, Jacob is working to update Shadows of the Beast as well as updates to Harpazo. So, pray he can get now concentrate
and get these updates done.
Prayer Request
As many of you know Jacob lost his
mom recently and he wants to thank everyone
for their prayers. It was a really, really tough
time for him. I thank everyone for has prayed
for me and my family. My mom & dad are
getting older and often talk about going home.
Recently my mom, who has dementia, said to
me, “I am going to be taking a vacation soon.”
I asked her do you mean going to be with Jesus
and she replied, “Yes” Interesting wording
“vacation.” I love my parents deeply and I pray
I am ready to see them go to be with Jesus. I
know that to die is gain, and for them they will
be safe and with Him. It is one thing to know
this it will be another to experience. So I do
appreciate your prayers.
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He is now with the Lord, as is his wife, but there was
this Jewish guy I knew who had become a believer and had
suffered terribly for his faith. His name was Richard Wurmbrand, he wrote the book “Tortured for Christ.” He was a
Romanian Jew, like my wife. My wife, of course, could speak
to him in Romanian and some of my wife’s family knew him
before he was actually saved in Romania. They suffered under
the Nazis of course as Jews, but then they suffered under the
communists as believers. I always remember him saying
something (this was in Israel, which is where I knew him
from, he would come to Israel a lot): “Jesus never said I’m
going to simply die for your sin, he said I am going to die for
your sin … pick up your cross and follow me, get up here and
die with me, that the old man, the old woman, the old nature,
the old creation has to die with him and raise to newness of
life. Yes, I am going to die in your place but the old creation
that caused me to die has to die with me.” It is quite a thing.
Now, that is the difference between the real gospel and a diluted gospel. That is the difference between mere evangelism
and evangelism and discipleship. When Jesus died in our
place, he was accursed of His Father, temporarily. He of
course, Who did no wrong, took the blame for our wrong. He
who knew no sin became sin. He suffered the reproach of
man, rejected by both his own people, Israel, and by the
Roman authorities. He suffered the reproach of Satan, obviously, but then He even suffered the reproach of his own
Father.

Well, in the year 2010, it was announced in Israel that
they’d got one, a red heifer that qualifies. There may be
others. There are rumors as to how many they have or have
had and there is some speculation that they are being genetically engineered and things like that, but in 2010 there was an
announcement. In Israel, I could bring you to the Temple
Institute and I could show you Ultra-Orthodox Jews who are
determined to rebuild the temple and resurrect the Aaronic
priesthood. For more than 15 years they have been doing
mitochondrial research and more than 15 years ago they had
252 Jews with names like Levy, Cohen, Seagal, Levinson,
Levitical names who had related DNA signatures; again, an
attempt by genetic identification, signatures, to resurrect the
Aaronic Priesthood. They have two yeshivas, religious
schools or academies dedicated to it. These people are quite
serious because the red heifer is necessary for two functions.
One of those functions is reconsecrating the temple. Be that
as it may, let us go back to the red heifer.

Unlike other sacrifices, the heifer was sacrificed
outside the walls, specifically it was sacrificed on the cleft of
the Mount of Olives opposite the present East Gate; that is
where it was sacrificed. But there has only been a limited
number in the entire history of Israel. It being outside the gate
has to do with the issue of reproach. While the rabbis say it is
a mystery, it is not a mystery to believers. The epistle to the
Hebrews tells us what this mystery is of this heifer and why it
was to be sacrificed outside the gates. It is because it would be
And so, He was executed, symbolizing or illustrating a source of reproach. It would be treated with reproach. With
that reproach was the fact that His execution and His burial these things in view, look with me first of all, before we turn
were outside the walls of Jerusalem. There are three sacrifices to the Old Testament, to Hebrews 9:15.
that stand out from all the Levitical sacrifices, the three most
important. Most people, certainly most people reading this,
Hebrews 9:8-15: The Holy Spirit is signifying this, that the way
would know of the Pascal Lamb at Passover. There might be into the holy place [that is the Holy of Holies, the Kodesh
a few who are aware of the scapegoat at Yom Kippur; the goat Kodashim] has not yet been disclosed, while the outer tabernacle is still
that is for the Lord and the sa'ir le'azazel, we talked about it the standing, which is a symbol for the present time. Accordingly, both gifts
other night. But the third of these sacrifices is the red heifer. and sacrifices are offered which cannot make the worshiper perfect in
The third of the three most important sacrifices is the red conscience, since they relate only to food and drink and various washings:
heifer. The rabbis say that there is a secret, a mystery to the regulations for the body imposed until a time of reformation. But when
red heifer that only Moses knew. And they ascribe the fact Messiah appeared as a high priest of the good things to come, He entered
that it was female, that it is something that gives newness of through the greater and more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands, that
life. The rabbis actually acknowledge the fact that it was a is to say, not of this creation and not through the blood of goats and calves,
female represents that it is capable of giving newness of life. but through His own blood, He entered the Holy Place once for all, having
The rabbis have all kinds of criteria for what would qualify as obtained eternal redemption. For if the blood of goats and bulls and the
a red heifer, not simply that its hairs were red but at birth it ashes of a heifer [that is the red heifer] sprinkling those who have been
could have no more than three hairs that were not and so defiled, sanctify for the cleansing of the flesh, how much more will the blood
there are a lot of red heifers. They have red in Alabama, of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered Himself without blemish
among other places, but to get one that is born without more to God, cleanse your conscience from dead works to serve the living God?
than three hairs that are not red, well that is statistically much And for this reason, He is the mediator of a new covenant…. etc.
more difficult. And they, of course, scour the epidermis of
this bovine picture of Christ carefully to make sure there are
Ritually, the red heifer provided a kind of sanctificanot more than three.
tion and cleansing of the flesh. How much more will the
blood of the Messiah—it tells us directly that the blood of the
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red heifer was simply a picture of the blood of the Messiah, it
Numbers 19:7: The priest shall then wash his clothes and bathe
tells us directly in Hebrews; that is the mystery that Moses his body in water, and afterward come into the camp, but the priest shall
knew, according the Rabbis. The mystery is disclosed in be unclean until evening.
Christ. And, of course, we know why it had to be red. When
we read Isaiah 52 and 53, the way he was disfigured and
Until it gets dark. At what point did Jesus remain
covered with blood, etc., but also the idea of it being a heifer, unclean? We are told in Luke’s Gospel, chapter 23:
something that could give new life to another. The rabbis even
understood that in part. Look with me, please, at DeuteronoLuke 23:44-46: And it was now about the sixth hour, [since
my 21:3-4:
dawn, in other words, noon] and darkness fell over the whole land until
the ninth hour, the sun being obscured; and the veil of the temple was torn
Deuteronomy 21:3-4: "And it shall be that the city which is in two. And Jesus, crying out with a loud voice, said, "Father, into Thy
nearest to the slain man, that is, the elders of that city, shall take a heifer hands I commit My spirit."
of the herd, which has not been worked and which has not pulled in a yoke;
and the elders of that city shall bring the heifer down to a valley with
Most of you know, from our other recordings that this
running water, which has not been plowed or sown, and shall break the is a fulfilment of the prophecy of Amos 8:8, that the sun will
heifer's neck there in the valley.
go down at noon when the Messiah dies. This could not have
been an eclipse, it was the 14th of Nissan, it was Passover; it
The idea of a heifer. With these things in view, turn could not have been a solar or a lunar eclipse. The sun actualwith me please to the Torah instruction on the red heifer, ly did disappear. God intervened with the sun the same as he
Numbers [Bamidbar].
did in the book of Joshua and as he did with prolonging the
life of Hezekiah and so forth. “Father into your hands I give
Numbers 19:1-2: Then the LORD spoke to Moses and my spirit.” Up until that point, the high priest was unclean.
Aaron, saying, "This is the statute of the law which the LORD has When He was hanging on the cross in our place He was the
commanded, saying, 'Speak to the sons of Israel that they bring you an high priest making atonement on the altar for our sin. Not
unblemished red heifer in which is no defect, and on which a yoke has never until it got dark was He no longer unclean. Okay? Let us
been placed.
continue:
In other words, it is designated for one purpose only
and there is nothing wrong with it; “He who knew no sin….”
“For this purpose, I have come.” He didn’t come to be
worked the way other heifers did, he came, not to carry a yoke
but to carry a cross, a picture of Christ. Again, we have the
lamb, a picture of Christ, the goat for the Lord on Yom
Kippur, a picture of Christ, but now we have the third of the
three most important sacrifices, the red heifer, generally not
given as much attention as the other two, unfortunately, but
just as important.

Numbers 19:8: The one who burns it shall also wash his clothes
in water and bathe his body in water and shall be unclean until evening.’
Now we know what happens when He died: we are
told in Hebrews He went into the Holy of Holies, didn’t He?
He not only went in for himself, He made a way for us to go
in. Sinful man no longer separated from a Holy God. This is
all a shadow of Christ.
Numbers 19:9-10: Now a man who is clean shall gather up the
ashes of the heifer and deposit them outside the camp in a clean place, and
the congregation of the sons of Israel shall keep it as water to remove impurity; it is purification from sin. And the one who gathers the ashes of the
heifer shall wash his clothes and be unclean until evening; and it shall be
a perpetual statute to the sons of Israel and to the alien who sojourns
among them.

Numbers 19:3-6: And you shall give it to Eleazar the priest,
and it shall be brought outside the camp [just like in Hebrews, as we
shall see] and be slaughtered in his presence. Next Eleazar the priest
shall take some of its blood with his finger, and sprinkle some of its blood
toward the front of the tent of meeting seven times. Then the heifer shall be
burned in his sight; its hide and its flesh and its blood, with its refuse, shall
be burned. [It had to be totally consumed.] And the priest shall
One who is clean has to clean up the remains of the
take cedar wood and hyssop and scarlet material and cast it into the midst carcass and take it to a clean place. Look with me please, to
of the burning heifer.
the Gospel of St. John, chapter 19.:
Now there are reasons to believe that the cross of
Jesus may have been made of cedar, but we also know what
hyssop means: “Purge me with hyssop,” said David in his
penitential psalm, it was used for the application of the pascal
blood and we also know the meaning of the scarlet cord, from
our teaching “The Scarlet Cord,” the scarlet material based on
Isaiah 1:18: “Though your sins are like scarlet, they shall be
white as snow.” So, it continues:

John 19:38-41: And after these things Joseph of Arimathea,
being a disciple of Jesus, but a secret one, for fear of the Jews, [Judeans,
that is, the religious establishment, the Jews] asked Pilate that he might
take away the body of Jesus; and Pilate granted permission. He came
therefore, and took away His body. And Nicodemus came also, who had
first come to Him by night; bringing a mixture of myrrh and aloes, about
a hundred pounds weight. And so they took the body of Jesus, and bound
it in linen wrappings with the spices, as is the burial custom of the Jews.
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Now in the place where He was crucified there was a garden; and in the shall wash his clothes, and he who touches the water for impurity shall be
garden a new tomb, in which no one had yet been laid.
unclean until evening. Furthermore, anything that the unclean person
touches shall be unclean; and the person who touches it shall be unclean
Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea, clean men, until evening.'"
clean men had to clean up the aftermath of what was left of
the sacrificed carcass. Clean men had to clean it up; unclean
These things typify Christ; they are fulfilled in Him.
men killed him. Unclean men killed him; the Roman govern- We are told in I Corinthians 3 we should be eating meat, not
ment and the Sanhedrin, unclean men killed him. The high milk, and we are told in Hebrews 5 that we should be eating
priest was unclean, Caiaphas, Annas, they were unclean. meat, not milk; milk is for babies, it is for new believers. The
Clean men had to clean up the mess, and so it was. Well, let author of Hebrews says, “I want to tell you about Melchizeus continue:
dek, about Old Testament typology, about the symbolism of
two-thirds of the Bible but I can’t, I have to give you milk.”
Numbers 19:11-12: 'The one who touches the corpse of any We live in an age where people don’t even know basic doctrine
person shall be unclean for seven days.' That one shall purify himself from anymore very often. You cannot go into topics like this too
uncleanness with the water on the third day and on the seventh day.’
deep for them. It is not every church I go to I can speak about
these kinds of subjects because there are too many people who
Notice, the third day and the seventh day. Jesus rose don’t even know basic doctrine. People say, “Well, why do you
the third day, Yom Rishon of Hag Matzot, the Feast of want to study it if it is fulfilled in Christ?” Try studying it and
Unleavened Bread, after his death, the seventh day was the you will see why. The example I give, well, I give a couple.
end of Passover week, the end of the Feast of Unleavened You’ve got somebody who is a paramedic. They like the job;
Bread. The third day and the seventh day, the conclusion of they are pretty good. They respond to calls of collisions on
Hag Matzot, Yom Rishon of Hag Matzot is the Hebrew Feast the interstate, maybe even save somebody’s life. They can
of First Fruits. We are told in I Corinthians 15:20 that He is handle a tourniquet arterial bleeding and hemorrhage and get
the first fruit, that was the third day, the seventh day the Feast somebody to a hospital, to a surgical theater before they hemof Unleavened Bread was over, Hag Matzot. Passover is actu- orrhage to death. They can save somebody’s life. But there is
ally a week, not simply a day; it is a week, Passover week or the one paramedic who really took an interest in what they were
Feast of Unleavened Bread, Hag Matzot.
doing, and this paramedic said, “You know, I kind of like this,
saving lives is a good thing, I want to go further with this. I
Numbers 19:13-16: Anyone who touches a corpse, the body of a want to go into emergency medicine.” So, they quit their job
man who has died, and does not purify himself, defiles the tabernacle of the and go back to college and they begin to study medicine.
LORD; and that person shall be cut off from Israel. Because the water for When they learned to be a paramedic, all they learned to do
impurity was not sprinkled on him, he shall be unclean; his uncleanness was to apply a tourniquet to a hemorrhaging artery and get the
is still on him. This is the law when a man dies in a tent: everyone who person to the emergency room where a vascular surgeon will
comes into the tent and everyone who is in the tent shall be unclean for take over. Now, however, they are going to be the vascular
seven days. And every open vessel, which has no covering tied down on it, surgeon, and so they have to learn about prothrombin and
shall be unclean. Also, anyone who in the open field touches one who has how prothrombin makes blood clot and how prothrombin is
been slain with a sword or who has died naturally, or a human bone or a synthesized by an enzyme called prothrombinase, but before
grave.
they can learn about enzyme synthesis, they have to learn a lot
of biochemistry. “I didn’t have to know this to be a paramedNotice, only a clean person can help an unclean one; ic.” No, but you have to know it to be a vascular surgeon.
how can we help unclean people if we are not living Godly How do coagulant drugs work? The Gospel is like that.
lives ourselves. It is like the world, the blind leading the blind, “Jesus loves me, this I know, for the Bible tells me so.” That
can I have an appointment with the psychologist, please? Can is wonderful for the children in the Sunday school. “Jesus
I have an appointment with doctor?” “No, I am sorry, the died for our sins.” That is true, he died for my sins, he died
doctor just jumped out the window.” That is the world! Only for your sins, that is the milk. But to understand the meat you
a clean person can help an unclean person.
have to go into the Old Testament. Apart from the book of
Revelation, the New Testament is mostly milk. The Old
Numbers 19:17-22: Then the clean person shall sprinkle on the Testament is mostly meat. You can understand first aid withunclean on the third day and on the seventh day; [there it is again] and on out understanding physiology, but you cannot understand
the seventh day he shall purify him from uncleanness, and he shall wash medical science without understanding physiology. You can’t
his clothes and bathe himself in water and shall be clean by evening. [Only really understand doctrinal theology unless you understand
when the sun goes down.] But the man who is unclean and does not purify how Jesus fulfilled the law. The same as a Jew cannot underhimself from uncleanness, that person shall be cut off from the midst of the stand what this means; an unsaved Jew says it is a mystery, only
assembly, because he has defiled the sanctuary of the LORD; the water of Moses knew. Unless they understand how it is fulfilled in
impurity has not been sprinkled on him, he is unclean. So it shall be a Christ, they do not understand what it means. But a Christian
perpetual statute for them. And he who sprinkles the water for impurity who does not understand how He fulfilled it doesn’t under6
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stand what it means beyond a limited point either. You have Spirit, according to John 7. Well, let’s continue.
to give them milk, not meat. So, it goes on….
The red heifer. There were not a lot of red heifers,
There are two terms in Hebrew that are important again, in the history of Israel. Technically speaking the Jews
about purification. The first is called tumah and the second recognize only nine. They only recognize nine. It is interesttaharah. Something impure is made pure from the Hebrew ing that the last one was in 30 AD. They have not had a
word tahor. Lev tahor b’rali Elohim, not create in me a clean proper red heifer since 30 AD, they say, they admit. What
heart, that is a mistranslation of Psalm 51, “Create in me a does that tell us? However, there was a red heifer that had a
pure heart.” Lev tahor b’rali Elohim.” In Greek, catharsis, hence problem in 66 AD, at the dawn of the Jewish Revolt, predicted
the water of purification. Some years ago, we did a teaching, by Jesus in Daniel. If you read Josephus, he confirms it. In 66
which I would love to re-record at some point, on the Priests AD, at the dawn of the first Jewish Revolt, a red heifer gave
of the Lord, the Living and the Dead. We looked at Ephesians birth to a lamb and it was witnessed by eight people. So,
2:1:
they’d had nine. The Jews are waiting for the tenth. And,
again they now claim, they had one born in 2010. They can’t
Ephesians 2:1: And you were dead in your trespasses and dedicate a temple without it. We, of course, have a tenth. We
sins….
have a red heifer that was executed, sacrificed, not in the
temple but outside the walls. So, we can dedicate a temple, but
You were dead. In Old Testament typology, dead which temple do we dedicate? Look at John 2:19:
bodies are figures of unsaved people, they are zombies, they
are the living dead. Nonbelievers are corpses; they are spirituJohn 2:19: Jesus answered and said to them, "Destroy this
ally dead. Corpses are figures of the unsaved. And so, the red temple, and in three days I will raise it up."
heifer was important for two functions: To cleanse us from
our contact with the dead and to consecrate the temple. They
What is the temple? The body of Christ. We have a
were needed for two things: To cleanse us from our contact temple, consecrated by the blood of the red heifer. Let’s
with the dead and to consecrate the temple. If you’re with continue:
unsaved people, some of us, some people are married to
unsaved people, you work with unsaved people. You are
1 Peter 2:5: You also, as living stones, are being built up as a
coming in contact with the dead. They defile. Now, this is a spiritual house for a holy priesthood, [Living stones, oikos pneumabig subject, we deal with it on the other teaching, “The Priests tikos,] to offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus
of the Lord, the Living and the Dead,” but it is defiling. The Christ.
same as it is defiling bacteriologically, it is defiling spiritually,
handling a stiff is defiling bacteriologically, while handling an
We are the spiritual house, we are the temple, we have
unsaved person is defiling spiritually, it is defiling. You need a temple. We have a red heifer.
that water of purification. The cedar, the scarlet, the hyssop
must be applied. It requires living water. It requires new life,
I Corinthians 3:9: For we are God's fellow workers; you are
the water of purification, the mystery that Moses knew.
God's field, God's building.
Ezekiel 36:25-27: "Then I will sprinkle clean water on you,
We have a temple, a consecrated temple, consecrated
and you will be clean; I will cleanse you from all your filthiness and from by the blood of the red heifer.
all your idols.” Moreover, I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit
within you; and I will remove the heart of stone from your flesh and give
Ephesians 2:21: In whom the whole building, being fitted togethyou a heart of flesh. "And I will put My Spirit within you and cause you er is growing into a holy temple in the Lord;
to walk in My statutes, and you will be careful to observe My ordinances.”
We have a temple, consecrated by the blood of the red
You’ve got to be cleansed with this water. Remember, heifer. Unfortunately, unbelieving Israel has rejected the
the blood of Christ is the blood of Christ, but it is efficacious tenth red heifer. As a result, they have no temple, and even if
in different ways. The blood of the lamb teaches about how it they had, they could not consecrate it until now, and yes, they
justifies us, dealing with sins before we were a believer and will have their temple and they will consecrate it with the
dealing with personal sin, the Greek words are different, blood of a red heifer, but it will not be the tenth one.
hamartino, hamartano, pesha and hesp in Hebrew. The blood of
the goat is different; it is more focused on corporate sin and
Revelation 11:1-2: And there was given me a measuring rod like
sins of, not commission, but omission. It is different, accord- a staff; and someone said, "Rise and measure the temple of God, and the
ing to Hebrews and in Deuteronomy. So, the blood of the altar, and those who worship in it. "And leave out the court which is
heifer is the same. It is a picture of the blood of Christ, but it outside the temple, and do not measure it, for it has been given to the
shows how it cleanses us from our contact with the world nations; [the Gentiles, the ethnon] and they will tread under foot the
when it is mixed with the Living Water, a figure of the Holy holy city for forty-two months.
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2 Thessalonians 2:3-4: Let no one in any way deceive you,
What is 42 months? One-thousand, two hundred
[that is the episunagoge, our gathering together to be with
sixty days, 3-1/2 years, remember?
him, the parousia, the rapture and the resurrection, the
If Dr. Asher Kaufman is right they can rebuild the Harpazo and the Anastasia] for it will not come unless the apostasy
temple without taking down the Mosque of Omar, 70 meters comes first, and the man of lawlessness [the anthropon anomon] is
north, opposite the cleft in the Mount of Olives on back of the revealed, the son of destruction, who opposes and exalts himself above
present East Gate, whose foundation stones have proven to be every so-called god or object of worship, so that he takes his seat in the
Herodian. And it would fit exactly that the outer court would temple of God, displaying himself as being God.
be given to the Gentiles, the Mosque of Omar and the
Quite a thing.
Mosque of Al-Aqsa right next door. The Antichrist could very
handsomely engineer an ecumenical interfaith worship facility
Matthew 24:15: "Therefore when you see the [Shiqutz ha
up there, bringing a false peace to the Middle East where Jew
and Arab can slap each other on the back and pretend every- Meshomem] abomination of desolation which was spoken of through
Daniel the prophet, standing in the Holy Place (let the reader understand).
thing is hunky dory.
They will get a temple and they will follow the Torah.
Revelation 11:3: "And I will grant authority to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy for twelve hundred and sixty days, clothed in Scriptural Judaism has not existed since 70 AD, but they will
make an effort to restore it and they will ritually restore it and
sackcloth."
they will need a red heifer to do it, but their temple is not
They will be a reproach. The two witnesses come at going to turn out exactly as they had hoped. It is not going to
bring peace to the Middle East. It is what the Hebrew prophthe first half of the last 7 years, not the second.
ets warned would be a covenant with death. They are going to
Revelation 11:4-8: These are the two olive trees and the two be deceived and betrayed. Oh, they will get the red heifer but
lamp stands [from Zechariah 4] that stand before the Lord of the they’ve got the wrong one. This is going to happen; the plans
earth. And if anyone desires to harm them, fire proceeds out of their mouth are already under foot. In fact, it is happening already. But
and devours their enemies; and if anyone would desire to harm them, in what about the other temple? What about this one, the one
this manner he must be killed. These have the power to shut up the sky, made with living stones, his body, the Body of Christ, consein order that rain may not fall during the days of their prophesying; [just crated with the blood of our red heifer, the Lord Jesus. Look
like Elijah, of course] and they have power over the waters to turn with me, please:
them into blood, and to smite the earth with every plague, as often as they
Hebrews 13:8-9: Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today,
desire. And when they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes
up out of the abyss will make war with them and overcome them and kill yes and forever. Do not be carried away by varied and strange teachings;
them. [That is the Antichrist.] And their dead bodies will lie in the [didaskin, doctrines] for it is good for the heart to be strengthened by grace,
street of the great city which mystically is called Sodom and Eg ypt, where not by foods, through which those who were thus occupied were not benefited.
also their Lord was crucified.
Satan will defile Jerusalem.
Revelation 11:9-14: And those from the peoples and tribes and
tongues and nations will look at their dead bodies for three and a half days
and will not permit their dead bodies to be laid in a tomb. [They don’t
want them raising the way Jesus did.] And those who dwell on the
earth will rejoice over them and make merry; [maybe it will be Christmas time] and they will send gifts to one another, because these two
prophets tormented those who dwell on the earth. And after the three and
a half days the breath of life from God came into them, and they stood on
their feet; and great fear fell upon those who were beholding them. And
they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, "Come up here." And
they went up into heaven in the cloud, and their enemies beheld them.
And in that hour there was a great earthquake, and a tenth of the city fell;
and seven thousand people were killed in the earthquake, and the rest were
terrified and gave glory to the God of heaven. The second woe is past;
behold, the third woe is coming quickly.
Well, let’s look more at this tribulational temple.
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In other words, Israel was preoccupied looking at the
physical things which were necessary but to the negation of
what they meant. It is like taking the Lord’s Supper. What if
somebody was keen on taking the Lord’s Supper but they were
just having a little sip of wine or grape juice and munching on
a cracker; they weren’t looking at what it really means.
Hebrews 13:10-14: We have an altar, from which those who serve
the tabernacle have no right to eat. For the bodies of those animals whose
blood is brought into the holy place by the high priest as an offering for sin,
are burned outside the camp. Therefore Jesus also, that He might sanctify
the people through His own blood, suffered outside the gate. Hence, let us
go out to Him outside the camp, bearing His reproach. For here we do
not have a lasting city, but we are seeking the city which is to come.
This obviously has a very specific meaning to Jews
who believe in Jesus: they are going to be shunned and
scorned by unbelieving Israel, by the Jewish community at
large. They are going to be a reproach. We have to understand who Hebrews was written to, to understand what it
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The Red Heifer & The Reproach
means for all of us. It does have a specific meaning to believing Jews and it had a specific meaning to the Jews of that time,
Jesus did not want to be a reproach. He did not want
but it has a meaning for every believer. We have the blood of to be the red heifer killed outside the walls, but He was. I
the red heifer and we have a temple, but it is not one that don’t want to be a reproach, but I am. Just go on the internet
others will accept. Let us go to him outside the camp bearing and look at the garbage, the lies people say about me, things
his reproach. If you really want to follow Jesus, you are going that are in no way true! It is unbelievable. Well, that is the way
to become a reproach. “You will be hated by all nations for it is. But Hebrews tells me concerning the red heifer, that’s the
my namesake.” That other temple is going to be given over to way it is supposed to be! Hence, let us go out to Him, outside
the nations, defiled under the feet of the Gentiles until the the camp, bearing His reproach.
time of the Gentiles is completed. You are going to bear
reproach.
Let them kick us out of backslidden denominations
that are ordaining homosexuals and lesbians. Let them kick
Churches that teach The Truth—what does Hebrews us out of their ministers’ fraternal organization who are
say, look what it says again in this context: “Do not be carried ecumenical, getting in bed with Rome, the Mormons, and
away by varied and strange teachings….”
God knows who else, let them kick us out of their interfaith
fellowship, their purpose driven lies. Let us become a
Those Christians and those churches who are not reproach! It doesn’t say that; it says, “Let us go out to Him.”
carried away by varied and strange teachings - of which there Let us willingly take His reproach. Let us embrace it. Let us
is no shortage today. I have never seen so much rubbish bear it. Let us take what the world looks upon as an emblem
coming down the pike, one truckload after another; you can of shame and wear it as a badge of honor. In these Last Days,
almost not be able to fathom what it is going to be next. The the faithful Church, those who hold to the truth of God’s
stuff people are coming out with, Driscoll and Johnson and Word, who are not going to be taken in, who are not going to
these guys, now MacArthur is crazy, when is it going to end? be conned, they will be a reproach. They will be outside. Let
If you don’t go along with the program, you are going to be a us go out to Him bearing His reproach. It is an honor to take
reproach! “How dare you say John MacArthur is a false teach- the reproach of Jesus because He took a reproach for us.
er just because he says people who worship the Antichrist and
take the Mark of the Beast can go to heaven.” If you don’t
want to subscribe to that kind of teaching, they are going to
call you a reproach. I don’t mean the world, they don’t like us
anyway. As far as our charismatic brethren, if you tell the
truth about this nutty stuff they are into, coming out of
Kansas City and all these crazy people, you are going to be a
reproach! Your church will be a reproach. Your pastor will be
a reproach; you will be a reproach. We are going to be a
reproach. If you don’t get on board with the agenda expect to
be a reproach. They won’t let you in; you will be ostracized.
You will be outside the camp. You are going to be a reproach.
So, what? We don’t have a lasting city. We are not trusting in
this place. We are seeking the city which is to come. I am
looking forward to Jerusalem when Jesus reigns there for a
thousand years, from the throne of David and then I am looking forward to the heavenly Jerusalem, not Sodom and Egypt
where our Lord was also crucified, as much as I love that city.
It is where I met my wife, where my children were Bar Mitzvahed. A reproach. A reproach. No, don’t be carried away by
these crazy teachers and crazy doctrines but realize if you are
not, you are going to be a reproach! You are going to be just
as much a reproach in the Christian community as believing
Jews are in the Jewish community. A time will come in these
Last Days when faithful Christians who hold to the Word of
God are going to be just as much a reproach within the greater
body of Evangelicism as believing Jews, Messianic Jews, are
within the Jewish community. They are going to be a source
of embarrassment, outcast. They are going to look upon us
like the Westboro Baptists or something like that. Who wants
to be a reproach?
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Exposing the Errors Of
The Tulip

Reformed theology is gaining much ground in the western church and many are being swept away from the simplicity of the truth
of the gospel into the error and deception of this dangerous false doctrine. Sadly, the proponents of this false gospel tend to be intellectuals
who of all believers should understand the very basics of sound biblical hermeneutics yet refuse to apply it when postulating their error.
However, despite the obvious and very poor hermeneutic of the advocates of Reformed Theology, most believers are ill equipped to refute
or debate these modern heretics who preach a different Jesus and a strange gospel that scripture just does not support or confirm.
The purpose of my article is to equip believers who are confronted with reformed doctrine, with scriptures that refute and contradict the
five tenants of what has come to be termed Five Point Calvinism. The acronym, T.U.L.I.P. has been conceived by reformed theologians
to organise the five main points of their understanding of the gospel of salvation or as they call it, the doctrine of grace. Each of the letters
represent one of these five points, which are;
T = Total Depravity
U = Unconditional Election
L = Limited Atonement
I = Irresistible Grace
P = Preservation of the Saints
For any doctrine to stand the scrutiny of scripture and be Yet the Bible teaches that we are to call upon the Lord in Psalm
regarded as legitimate, every verse of scripture that speaks into that 55:16; Psalm 116:13 and Romans 10:12-13. To name just a few verses.
specific subject must be taken into account in order to form a
systematic and accurate doctrine. Simply put, one cannot exclude a
U - Unconditional Election
verse or verses that contradict a doctrine that one wants to form just
“God chooses to give some people eternal life, without
for the sake of expediency. To do this is to create a false or severely looking for anything good in them as a condition for loving and
flawed doctrine that will lead to error in not only ones personal saving them.” (Rev Barry Gritters)
theology and understanding but to all who are exposed to it. This is
Yet the Bible teaches that God desires all to be saved in 1
what Reformed Theology has done and what I want to expose by Timothy 2:3-4; Ezekiel 18:23&32; John 3:17 and 1 Timothy 4:10. To
simply quoting scripture that contradict each of the five tenants of quote just a few verses.
the TULIP.
L - Limited Atonement
Sound theology should look like this;
“The Bible says that Christ laid down His life for His sheep,
and only them. John 10:11. The ATONEMENT is LIMITED to
the elect of God. Every sin of every one of Christ's sheep is paid for.
Those sins and those alone have been paid for. That is the only
gospel because that is the Bible.” (Rev Barry Gritters)
Yet the Bible teaches that Jesus paid for the sins of all men in John
1:29 and 1 John 2:2, to quote just two verses.

And certainly not like this;

I - Irresistible Grace
“That grace is irresistible. That means that if God gives
grace to you, there is nothing in the world that you can do to resist
it and thwart God's intention to take you to heaven.” (Rev Barry
Gritters)
Yet the Bible teaches that we can reject His grace through disobedience and wickedness in Hebrews 12:15; 2 Corinthians 6:1-2 and
Galatians 5:4, to again quote just a few verses.

P - Preservation of the Saints
“The last of the five points of Calvinism teaches that God
preserves His people so they can never be lost. To put it simply, it
means this: "Once you are saved, you are always saved.” (Rev Barry
Gritters)
According to one of their own theologians, Reverend Barry
Yet the Bible teaches that we can lose our salvation in 2
Gritters, these five doctrines can be best understood as follows. Peter 2:18-22; Hebrews 6:4-8; Hebrews 12:25 and Hebrews 3:6 & 12
(http://www.prca.org/pamphlets/pamphlet_41.html) I have emphasised the and there are many other verses that debunk this error of once saved
blatant errors in his doctrinal statements in bold type.
always saved.
T - Total Depravity
I have only very briefly highlighted the errors of the
“Only God can make us alive and God does that sovereign- TULIP of Reformed Theology, there are many more but I trust that
ly – without our aid, without our asking. From beginning to end, the above will be of use to those who are having to stand their
"Salvation is of the Lord" (Jonah 2:9)…” (Rev Barry Gritters)
ground against this false doctrine.
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Moriel Australia Update
Greetings in the Name of Jesus
Well dear readers I waited to be inundated with letters/emails as per our last newsletter suggesting writing or emailing a further or
sister that you have not caught up with some time. What is that worldly saying “be careful what you wish for!”
Well I got the emails and telephone calls, one after another after another. It appears there was a malfunction in the collating and
stapling of the Quarterly. Many of our readers had several pages missing If you haven’t already had contact with us please do so and we will
replace that magazine.
I got two emails and one letter encouraging me and you the readers to try the following.
• Visit a Nursing Home once a week.
• Make 5 calla a week to readers (one daily).
• If unable to phone use an email.
• If above is not available write a letter.
Missing Parcels
In the 19 years that I have been doing Moriel I could quite confidently say in that time we may have lost 3 or 4 parcels but in the
past few months several have gone missing. One prays that they end up in the hands of someone that needs the “Truth of the Word.” Quite
a number of our readers now get their magazines in a plain envelope to allay Anti-Semitic views by postmen or couriers.
Pst David Nathan will be touring Australia in mid September/October. An itinerary will be included in this issue.
There seems to be very little other news to share with you this quarter so I must away.
With love in Christ Our Lord
Marg
….’May the LORD watch between you and me when we are absent one from the other.(Gen 31:49)
Well, I have been absent from my corner and I apologise for that. Wish I could say I was away on an island for a long holiday but
unfortunately it’s been a super hectic year so far and I don’t know where it’s gone. I shouldn’t be too surprised as I don’t expect much from
this world given the wicked condition it’s in.
We are now closer to the end of 2018 and what has happened in the land of Oz??
As you’re well aware, Australia is one of the most secular countries in the world. We have never had a wonderful Christian heritage
and no real tradition of revival. Having said that we were one of the last of the major democratic countries to legalise same sex marriage and
up until now the religious conservatives up against the social progressives, have had the freedom to voice their rights.
A quote from Simon Smart of the centre for public Christianity said: In Australia at the moment there is a thin veneer of resentment toward Christianity on top of a sea of apathy! Christians are no longer just a moral minority. For many journalists and progressive
activists, we are new barbarians, enemies of the state.
Taking a look at what the U.K government has done it’s own citizen: Tommy Robinson and their swift action to jail him for 13
month, more on this in a moment…..we have had our own Sonia Kruger in court because she spoke out against Muslim immigration and
how it should be halted temporarily.
In 2016, Kruger mentioned that there was a correlation between the number of people who are Muslim in a country and the
number of terrorist attacks. Her comments caused outrage on social media and under the Anti-discrimination Act, it is unlawful for a person
by a public act to incite hatred, serious contempt or severe ridicule if a person or people on the ground of race.
As with Tommy Robinson: For those of you who are not familiar with Tommy Robinson, he is a right wing conservative U.K based
activist/reporter. He co-founded the EDL(English defence league) until they started moving to a more neo Nazi anti Semitic belief and so
Mr. Robinson resigned from them in 2013.
He worked as a writer for the rebel media and has himself authored a few books. He is currently serving a 13 month jail term and this is the
reason why:
On Friday, May 25, 2018 Tommy was reporting from outside the courthouse in Leeds, where an accused Muslim rape gang was on
trial for repeatedly raping British girls as young as eleven years old. Tommy was broadcasting on Facebook, from his cell phone.
Tommy was very careful:
• He did not set foot on the court precinct.
• He did not call the men “rapists”, but rather called them “accused rapists”.
• In no way did he interfere with the trial, which was on its final day.
• When Tommy mentioned the names of the accused rapists, he was reading from a BBC website — so the names were
clearly public information, on the state broadcaster.
Tommy did nothing wrong.
But suddenly, seven police officers swarmed Tommy and threw him in the back of a police van.
They said he was causing a disturbance, which is absurd — he was by himself on the street, with only a cameraman and a friend.
But it got worse. Much worse.
Within hours, Tommy was summoned before the judge. Tommy’s long-time lawyer was not informed of this. Rather, the court
appointed a lawyer who didn’t know Tommy and wasn’t an expert in the specialized law of contempt of court.
Within a matter of hours, Tommy was sent to prison — with a 13-month sentence.
A 13-month prison sentence for Tommy is tantamount to a death sentence — every Muslim criminal in prison will be trying to murder him.
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Scribe’s Corner
They’ve tried before.
The only alternative is for Tommy to request to be put into solitary confinement — but no-one can live that way, locked up without
any human contact for 23 hours a day. Not for a year straight.
The basic facts here — what Tommy was doing and what he didn’t do; the shocking speed with which he was imprisoned; the fact that his
own lawyer was not notified; the fact that Tommy has not had a proper chance to meet with his lawyer — are banned in the UK. Not just
the underlying facts of the rape gang trial — but the whole incident involving Tommy.
The judge who sent Tommy to jail, made it illegal to report that he sent Tommy to jail. Why did the judge keep his justice secret? Within hours,
Tommy was arrested, trialled and jailed. We can’t even get the Apecs gang to court in 12 months, but they managed to lock up Tommy in 2
hours. The gag order was lifted a few days ago which note allows the media to report on this matter but we as Christians need to support
Tommy because this outrageous story shows us just how much of our freedom we are losing.
It was for freedom that Christ set us free; therefore keep standing firm and do not be subject again to a yoke of slavery. Gal 5:1
It proves that a nation without God (such as the U.K) has no freedom at all. We are only free in Christ and we need to protect our
freedom. We need to unite with Tommy and sign the Free Tommy petition and get this overturned. Pray for protection over Tommy and for
his Salvation.
Jesus never preached for us to throw away our rights and allow yourself to be used and abused by others who love to prey upon the
weak and ignorant. We must know our rights as Christians, and fight for the freedom that Christ has given us so that we could freely live for
Him who died for us.
If we don’t stand up for someone like Tommy Robinson or Sonia Kruger, who is gong to protect our way of life and not have our
community invaded by those who wish to bring their outrageous ideologies that are not in tune with our Judeo Christian way of life.
To add fuel to the fire, outside the court for Sonia Kruger was a young man by the name of Avis Gemini who strongly supports
both Tommy and Sonia and actually does something about it. He organises rallies to support Tommy and Sonia but unfortunately during the
hearing for Sonia Kruger, Mr. Yemini was attacked by a Muslim man(according to his Facebook page) and I pray that Mr. Yemeni takes this
man to court to experience the full extent of punishment for this unjust attack against him. It could have been any one of us if we had
attended any if these rallies and I myself did attend then first Tommy Robinson rally held by Mr. Yemini and I praise him for his courage
and I pray for God’s protection over him and his family as he continues to bravely stand up for our freedom. God bless you Avi.
Please Australia don’t be fooled into thinking the government loves you and protects you. Look at what’s happening in the U.K.
They will jail you almost instantly for contempt of court but trying to get justice for the kids who are being raped takes years and years and
it will be no different here if we don’t stand up. For the moment the government still recognises our rights as citizens, but if we don’t show
them that we are prepared to stand up and fight for our rights, they won’t care about us and will do everything in their power to silence you
while those who commit jewellery heists, rob you home, steal your car, will continue to walk the streets as our extremely poor legal system
protects the criminals at the expense of not protecting the victims. Don’t be silent as you may be one of those victims and if you don’t speak
up now then why should anyone speak up for you when you’re hurt.
Psalm 11:5 – The Lord tests the righteous and the wicked, And the one who loves violence His soul hates.
Moving onto to some overseas news
Isa 49:15 “Can a woman forget her nursing child and have no compassion on the son of her womb? Even these may forget but I will not forget you.’
The eighth amendment of the Irish constitution, which protected the life of the mother and the unborn child, was repealed in
Ireland. The Irish government, headed by the exceedingly liberal Prime Minister Leo Varadkar, would be urgent in their legislation that essentially provides ‘abortion on demand’, up to 12 wks and makes certain provisions for later-term terminations. The prime Minister also
announced that even Catholic affiliated hospitals will enjoy no exemptions from performing terminations. He said, ‘It will not be possible
for publicly funded hospitals, no matter who their patron or owner is, to opt out of providing these necessary services which will be legal in
this state once this legislation is passed by the senate.
The killing of these innocent babies who are meant to be in the most secure place ever-their mothers womb, now have no rights
and their lives can be taken from them and that is now considered legal.
The world legalises abortion and kills our kids, then they legalise Euthanasia and kill the elderly. What an easy way for this evil world
to cull the nation.
But if we speak out against such crimes we are told we’re outdated and need to move with the times. But do morals change the same
way technology changes.
As space does not permit us to share more news with you, I do want to bring to your attention a headline that you will not hear
about on MSM. Canada’s Supreme Court dealt a major blow to religious freedom, ruling that a Christian university’s law school could be
denied accreditation because it requires students to affirm and practice biblical sexual ethics.
Trinity Western University’s law school requires students to follow a Community Covenant, which, in part, says “sexual intimacy is reserved
for marriage between one man and one woman.” The law societies of British Columbia and Ontario had refused to grant the law school
accreditation on the grounds that the covenant prohibits lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender students from attending.
To end on a winning note: The Supreme Court decision from June 4 overturned an earlier move by a lower court in Colorado that
found Phillips guilty of violating anti-discrimination laws by refusing to bake a custom cake to celebrate the wedding of Dave Mullins and
Charlie Craig in 2012 when same-sex marriage was illegal in Colorado. Jack Phillips told The Christian Post on Thursday that his bakery,
Masterpiece Cakeshop in Lakewood, Colorado, has seen three times more customers since his Supreme Court victory. As Phillips has
explained, he serves everyone in his cakeshop, including gay customers, but cannot create pro same-sex marriage messages, as it goes against
his religious beliefs that marriage is solely a union between one man and one woman.Ultimately we know we are victorious in Christ, and
while we are still in this fallen world, we still need to protect our freedom or whatever freedom we have left. Be brave and stand up. Gal 5:1
It was for freedom that Christ set us free; therefore keep standing firm and do not be subject again to a yoke of slavery.
God bless.
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Moriel India Update

MISSION ASIA MINISTRIES
Greetings to everyone is Jesus name,
My name is Mark Jackson, and for the last fifteen years I
have been travelling to India primarily for church planting
missions, and to preach the gospel as it is, for as it’s the power of
God unto salvation.1
I have recently been back in India for just little over six and
half weeks for ministry there, working in Siliguri, Darjeeling, and
Sikkim, (West Bengal), and also Nepal, and then onwards to Amritsar, Batala, and Bathinda (Punjab), before finishing in Andhra
Pradesh.
Here I focus upon open-air preaching, cottage ministry
(House churches), pastor's conferences, and house visitations
(seeing many people come to the Lord through these, one on one,
meetings). And establishing new church plants, and here over the
last fifteen years, and thirty mission trips MAM has established ten
churches, build a school, helped other churches to complete the
work, flooring, roofs, and building development to make the
church fit for service.
MAM has built showers and toilets for leprosy colonies,
and constructed water bore wells in various places, and through
these works have seen many come to the Lord, or had used these
works as a platform for effective gospel outreach.
MAM planted a church in Raikia (Orissa), the mist persecuted area of India and this church is thriving, having over forty
adult members and over sixty young people attending.
FUTURE MORIEL ORPHANAGE
It is a pleasure to say that from 20th – 26th August, I
would be welcoming Jacob Prasch and Steve Mitchell (USA), to
India, Here we would be viewing potential properties that are up
for sale with the sole purpose of redeveloping them for a Moriel
orphanage. The area we would be travelling into is called Rajahmundry and from there approximately one hour drive to Kothapetta. This is a very needy area, in fact, the whole of India is very
needy, however here we are located in a rural area of Coconut and
Banana trees, and would be a prime location to establish such a
needy ministry work.
The political climate is changing in India, and we are again
seeing much opposition to anything Christian especially anything
gospel, the government is targeting Christian schools and orphanages (I have seen one of the largest Christian orphanages closed
down by the government) and taking away many privileges that
other religions have, especially the national religion of Hinduism,
that is left alone completely.
I have been working on the legalities of Orphanages,
mission registration, church activities and gospel preaching for the
last two years and this has been a difficult and challenging task to
say the least, however with all that being said, MAM is now a registered trust, and government approved organisation, and we can
now build upon this platform to gain other permissions for ministry work there. But I ask for your prayers as it is greatly needed.
After viewing the properties, and land that is available, Jacob would
be conducting a one-day pastors conference for one hundred
pastors, fifty local pastors and fifty pastors from surrounding areas.
The state of much of what is now being passed as Bible Believing
Christianity in India as bankrupt as bankrupt can be. The fake
gospel as invaded many a church and corrupted many a pastor to
follow the emotional, or feelings, prosperity, and fake signs and

wonders, and this is the majority of the church.
I had challenged this on my last mission trip and caused no small stir
amongst some of the believers that had been deceived into this false
theology. And having Jacob come to India would be a great opportunity and one that I would not hesitate to use to the max, in
challenging and exposing this false gospel. Knowing also that once
this fight has begun, then there is no turning back, and I would, of
course, be very vocal in this battle and would engage in and with
every means possible.
Current MAM Activities:
I have been working in the Punjab area for a number of
years, making a gospel noise and have seen hundreds accept Jesus as
Saviour, and made many friends along the way. The time has come
for a church to be established, it’s a new area and we are seeing
regular eighty plus attend meetings that are being held in houses or
on the streets. These people have come from Hindu and Sikh
backgrounds.
There is land available and the pastor is praying and asking
me if I can help finance this work, need is great and so I would
appreciate your prayers for this great opportunity, for land to be
bought and a church to be built. I would, of course, be visiting this
area again after Jacob and Steve leave India, for further open-air
meetings in this area and also for small church house church meetings to teach more theological depth and help build the believers
here to answer those that may speak out against the gospel.
Working in the Teesta Valley area of Darjeeling, absolutely
beautiful, and once you get past the Himalayan views, the need is
just as great. The pastor here has been offered some land at very low
cost, and the need there for a small church too house, around fifty
believers, please pray for this ministry also.
MAM does have its hands in many ministries all that are
struggling to keep going, the mission does punch above its weight
with what it is doing, and nevertheless, great things are happening,
especially in regards to soul winning. And like I said MAM is
primarily a gospel preaching ministry.
Some Prayer points:
1) Land and church building in Batala, Punjab and also for
the Darjeeling Church
2) Nepal, the pastor has bought some land and now needs
to construct a small church there, this is only a small ministry but
the pastor is working hard to spread the gospel as far and aide as he
can in this area (Near to the India border).
3) Moriel Orphanage that the Lord would give the wisdom
and direction needed.
4) MAM open air and all gospel outreach from 17th August
to the 6th September.
5) Believers and pastor’s eyes to be opened to the true
gospel and that they would have ears to hear what is being taught.
6) The pastor’s conferences.
7) Thread of Hope, to establish a small sowing and tailoring ministry to teach some of the ladies new skills so they can learn
and build themselves a future once they learn new skills.
8) Myanmar, this is another small work, there is a little
house orphanage that is in need of support, for clothing, school fees,
bags, books etc. Also for the need to build a permanent house
church, come orphanage in the near future.
Thank you, Mark Jackson
1. For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one
that believeth; to the Jew first, and also to the Greek (Romans 1:16)
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Wider Hope - the Thin End of the Wedge
Greetings and blessings from Israel,
We are sweating are way through another steamy
summer at the moment, and being out of range of a fan is a
thoroughly unpleasant experience. For the last two weeks or
more, we have Jacob with us here in the Galilee as we have been
working on his new book, which hopefully will be available
some time next year. This bulletin may feel a little more rushed
than usual as the last few weeks have been rather exhausting and
finding time, quiet and energy to sit down and prepare it has
been hard.
Soundings from the Body
Without equivocation the New Apostolic Reformation
or Apostolic Prophetic movement is the most corrosive and
spiritually toxic movement threatening the Body of Christ in our
day. It has insinuated itself into most areas of the Body life over
here -its protagonists slyly inveigling themselves and their
doctrines into the hearts and minds of a (largely) sleeping
national leadership.
While Jacob has been here we have also been driving
around visiting some friends and leaders in the Body here. Naturally the topic of the NAR -the New Apostolic Reformation and
the pseudo-apostles and false prophets who are operating over
here and are linked with this movement, came up in conversation. I thought it good to share some of what we have gleaned:
People are awakening, but there is such a long way to go.
Some recently expressed their frustration at the fact that so
many of their fellow Hebrew speaking leaders still don’t “get it”
-though some leaders have some idea that something is wrong
with the restored apostles and their doctrines, they think it’s
mostly just about an exaggerated claim of authority and is a
minor error that is no real threat. They are still thinking of
heresy in terms of the classic heresies of the past -such as denials
of the Trinity like Modalism or errors concerning the person of
Christ.
There is also an unwillingness “to call a spade a spade”
it appears that some are desperately trying to find a designation
other than the category of “false apostle” or “false prophet” for
those who make fraudulent claims to apostolic authority or
prophetic predictions that don’t come true. These attempts will
ultimately fail as Scripture provides us with no such alternative
designation. It’s a binary system -they are either “ones” -they
meet the biblical criteria and are true
apostles; or they don’t, and are false
apostles “zeros”, and if they are false
apostles then they are liars (because they
are claiming to be something that they
are not), evil workers and agents of darkness
-this is the stark judgment of Scripture.
Not only so, but if they are
already deceitfully claiming apostolic
office, then we should also expect other
falsehoods as well: and so it is --which
leads us to another issue: --the false
apostles and their minions are playing
on the ignorance of Hebrew speaking
leaders and serving them soothing
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denials as to the true import of what they are actually saying in
English.
Israelis prefer things to be straightforward. They will on
the whole be rude to your face -and if they lie -it will usually be
a straightforward, blatant and outrageous whopper -like when
they rear-end your car and accuse you of reversing into them.
English speakers, and particularly those from the British Isles
(as opposed to whose speak American -a language that sounds
similar, but is, I am convinced, something altogether different),
and who are familiar with the national cultural pastimes of
ultra-politeness, word-plays, understatement, damning by faint praise, saying
one thing while meaning another, and deep irony; -and who understand
the good old British tradition of the “fudge” a useless compromise (such as making an agreement that is completely acceptable
to opposed parties because they both understand something
completely different from the same wording); will know that in
the English-speaking world language is used, as often as not, to
obscure one’s true meaning and intentions rather than declare
them. Lying by omission, half-truths and mental reservation; or subtle
double meanings and reading between the lines, is the preferred
method of deceit rather than outright explicit falsehoods (unless
of course you work in politics where anything goes and where
rank hypocrisy and the telling blatant of falsehoods is a “given”
and indeed expected practice -particularly at election time).
Consequently Hebrew-speaking pastors and leaders, for
whom English is a second language and who may not always
speak it well, will not always fully grasp things that are going on
in the English-speaking world. Reading in a second language
where your fluency is not top-notch, where it’s an effort to do so
(particularly in a specialised vocabulary), and where your awareness of cultural cues and subtle distinctions is low, -restricts your
ability to perceive the significance of what is happening around
you. Lying prophets, false teacher and pseudo-apostles will take
full advantage of this, and one area with very serious implications indeed, is in regard to the Gospel message and how one is
saved.
The Broader Hope Controversy
From the early centuries of the Church, thinkers have
wrestled with question: “What happens to those who have never
received a chance to hear the Gospel in this life?” They came up
with a broad spectrum of answers as the table below illustrates:1
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Note, that the matter in question is not whether Jesus is
the Saviour or the means of salvation for all -that is not in question in this issue, even for the O.T. saints under the Mosaic Law,
the sacrifices were by types and shadows of Him who was to
come and could not, in and of themselves take away sin (Heb.
10:4). This issue revolves around whether or not salvation
requires an explicit confession of faith in Jesus as Lord and
Saviour or not.
Option One is so contrary to what is clearly revealed
multiple times in Scripture, that it must be dismissed as heretical.
The hard-line Calvinist, on the whole would plump for
option Five, and would probably regard those in a position where
they were never be able to hear the Gospel as those whom God
had already predestined to damnation from Eternity, and as
God was not going to provide them with grace to respond to the
Gospel call there was simply no point in their being able to hear
it; or their inability to hear it would be regarded as being part of
the Divine means of ensuring their damnation. This was
certainly the position in the past for many Calvinists and it had
a deleterious effect on evangelism to the heathen. Non-Calvinists would generally reject Five as a misrepresentation of God’s
character; opposed to God’s general will to save arising from
His loving nature, and contrary to His revealed attributes of
justice, love, mercy and goodness.
Biblically orthodox non-Calvinists would be found split
between options Two and Four. Option Two would put those
unable to hear or who have never heard, roughly in a similar
position to a faithful Israelite before the coming of Christ. We
may not feel that either option is completely satisfactory, but we
can respect that among those who have held to these options
were godly men trying to reconcile a difficult question about
which Scripture does not give us all the information we would
desire. In cases such as this, (like that of the mentally-handicapped or those millions who are murdered through abortion or
die in infancy before any capacity to understand and accept or
reject the Gospel is acquired) we are forced to extrapolate from
the information we do have (God’s goodness, mercy and just
character) and try to find some kind of an answer that lies within
the pale of orthodox belief and does justice to the whole counsel
of God. Personally speaking I believe that there are instances in
Scripture where God gives more light to those who respond to the
light already available, as happened with Cornelius in Acts 10; and,
let us not forget, that God, in His foreknowledge, knows full
well who will respond to the Gospel if it is offered them and
those who will not and He is perfectly capable of getting the
message to them, even if He has to use angels to do it, if no
human messenger is at hand (Rev. 14:6).
So far so good you might say, so what’s the problem?
Well this is where it starts to get really interesting.
Post-Mortem Evangelism?
Yes, you heard that one right. This is from Option Three
in our table, “Postmortem Conversion”, and is based mainly
upon a dubious interpretation of a notoriously difficult passage:
Forasmuch then as Christ hath suffered for us in the flesh, arm
yourselves likewise with the same mind: for he that hath suffered in the flesh
hath ceased from sin; That he no longer should live the rest of his time in the
flesh to the lusts of men, but to the will of God. For the time past of our life
may suffice us to have wrought the will of the Gentiles, when we walked in

lasciviousness, lusts, excess of wine, revellings, banquetings, and abominable
idolatries: Wherein they think it strange that ye run not with them to the
same excess of riot, speaking evil of you: Who shall give account to him that
is ready to judge the quick and the dead. For this cause was the gospel
preached also to them that are dead, that they might be judged according to
men in the flesh, but live according to God in the spirit. (1 Pet. 4:5-6 KJV)
At first thought this seems to suggest a post-mortem
opportunity to hear the Gospel, however if we look at another
translation:
Therefore, since Christ suffered in his body, arm yourselves also
with the same attitude, because whoever suffers in the body is done with sin.
As a result, they do not live the rest of their earthly lives for evil human
desires, but rather for the will of God. 3 For you have spent enough time in
the past doing what pagans choose to do—living in debauchery, lust, drunkenness, orgies, carousing and detestable idolatry. They are surprised that you
do not join them in their reckless, wild living, and they heap abuse on you.
But they will have to give account to him who is ready to judge the living and
the dead. For this is the reason the gospel was preached even to those who are
now dead, so that they might be judged according to human standards in
regard to the body, but live according to God in regard to the spirit. (1 Pet.
4:5-6 NIV)
I am no great fan of the NIV on the whole, but in the
words of the Authorised Version translators, “many translations
are profitable for the understanding of the Scriptures.” The NIV
translation of this difficult passage is partly interpretive it does
insert the word “now” and makes explicit what the context
already strongly suggests, but in this case I think it is correct.
Peter is not suddenly introducing out of nowhere a new doctrine
that Christ descended into Hades and preached the Gospel to
the dead in order that they might have a second chance to
believe, but continuing the thought begun at the start of the
chapter; there are also good exegetical reasons (which are
outside the scope of this article) why the dead referred to in
chapter 1 Pet. 4:5-6 are not the same as the spirits in prison
(which are more likely demons) of chapter 3:18-20 (cf: 2 Pet.
2:3-4 where he refers to the fallen angelic spirits bound in
Tarturus (literal Greek) until the judgment, as this shows:
Most contemporary interpreters no longer claim an association between 4:6 and 3:19 . . . . First Peter 4:6 is not speaking of
two groups of people, but one. The dead in 4:6 who have been
judged by human standards in the flesh are the same ones who are
alive in the realm of the Spirit as judged by God’s standards, and
they therefore do not need an offer of salvation. Moreover, the
phrase
(for this reason) closely joins 4:5 and 4:6. First
Peter 4:5 claims that pagans who reject the gospel of Christ and
mock Christians for living out their faith will have to answer to
God, the one who judges the living and the dead. As noted above,
“the dead” in 4:6 should be understood to have the same referent
as in 4:5, for there is no syntactic or lexical marker that would
suggest otherwise. Therefore, the claim of 4:5 is that there is a judgment of
God coming and that being dead does not excuse one from having to give an
account for what was done before death. First Peter 4:6 begins “for this
reason,” that is, for the reason that there is a judgment coming, the
gospel was preached to the dead, meaning to those who are now
dead (but who heard the gospel while living, as the TNIV makes
clear). The whole point of evangelism is to prepare people for the day they must
give an account of themselves to their Judge. Physical death does not exempt those
who reject the gospel in this life from judgment, nor does it render the gospel
ineffective for those who committed themselves to it when they heard it in this life.
The gospel was preached because judgment is coming (4:5), so that
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(4:6, ) people may live in the realm of the Spirit (pneumati) as
judged by God’s standards, regardless of how they were judged by
human standards during this life (sarki, in the flesh). This understanding of 4:6 is consistent with Peter’s use of the terms sarki and
pneumati in 3:18 and 4:2 to refer, respectively, to this earthly life
before physical death and the life of the believer after God’s
judgment. First Peter 3:19 and 4:6 are not referring to the same
proclamation, but both nevertheless do make universal claims for
Jesus Christ. In both verses Christ is presented as the victor over
both present and ancient evil, who has full authority over both
fallen angels [the object of the proclamation in 3:19] and human
souls. He is also presented as the basis on which God’s judgment
will be carried out. (p. 483 Baker Exegetical Commentary on 1
Peter)
I think by now, you can see that there is something of a
problem here. Post-mortem preaching is moving outside the
bounds of looking at a difficult subject in the light of generally
well established scriptural themes, to creating doctrine based on
upon an obscure passage and arriving at conclusions that run
contrary to what is clearly stated elsewhere.
Now to the reason I bring up this subject. Over here,
certain members of the NAR apostolic network the Tikkun
group, headed up by false apostles Daniel Juster, Asher Intrater
and Eitan Shishkoff, are teaching not merely that the unevangelised receive an after death second chance to hear and accept the
Gospel (which, as you can see has a very tenuous foundation),
but that even those who reject Jesus in this life will get a second
post-mortem opportunity to do so as well, which is quite frankly
appallingly irresponsible and unscriptural.
This kind of thinking is an outgrowth of a doctrine
being put out by Tikkun and its apostolic networks called “The
Narrow-Wider Hope”, while some of it touches on the legitimate
debate over what happens to the unevangelised, other parts of it
are seriously disturbing:
The disciples were sent out to the entire world and, in
Mark 16:15-16, we read that Yeshua said to them: "Go into all the
world and preach the gospel (meaning the Good News) to every
creature. He who believes and is immersed will be saved; but he
who does not believe will be condemned.” That’s pretty plain, but
to a Jew, the Good News is often viewed as bad news because if you
put it exactly in the way of the Mark Scripture, you are telling him
that his entire family, including his saintly mother (should she be
deceased), are now burning in Hell! What kind of good news is
that?
There is a reason why the classical evangelical view of
salvation raises hackles in Messianic Jewish ministry. It is because
most outreach techniques that have come out of evangelicalism
have proven not to work in drawing Jews to Yeshua. The evangelical approach of offering the choice of eternal life or a Hell-fire
death assumes things that are typically not true of Jews. It assumes
that the hearer is motivated by the prospect of having eternal life or
by the fear of annihilation; among Jews, this is usually not the case.
Gentile children who are brought to Christian churches by their
parents are often exposed to years of hearing salvation messages of
fire and brimstone preached from the pulpit. In some cases it’s a
turnoff, yet it instills in the young person a value for salvation that
can surface later in life in response to the evangelistic message.
Jewish children who attend synagogue and Hebrew School, however, hardly ever encounter the subject of eternal life and, if they do,
it is a side issue that is given only fleeting attention. As for secular
Jews, their unbelief in God and the Scriptures precludes their
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giving any credibility to the possibility of eternal life, so they are
fully accepting of not having it. The consequence of this is that
offering a Jew salvation if he will come to Yeshua generally does not
produce a positive response. Of course, if the Holy Spirit is at work
in the Jewish person, you can offer him “Post Toasties” and he will
respond.2
So now apparently, we are expected to believe presenting a fully-orbed complete Gospel message to lost Jews is really
only an “evangelisation technique”.
The author goes on:
The evangelical approach of offering the choice of eternal
life or a Hell-fire death assumes things that are typically not true of
Jews. It assumes that the hearer is motivated by the prospect of
having eternal life or by the fear of annihilation; among Jews, this
is usually not the case.
Surely, whether the hearer is “motivated” or not by the
Gospel message is not the evangelists problem; it is the hearers
problem (Lack of motivation in regard to eternal destiny isn’t
limited to Jews either, many Gentiles also regard what happens
after death as unimportant or give it no thought); as God told
Ezekiel.
Son of man, I send thee to the children of Israel, to a rebellious
nation that hath rebelled against me: they and their fathers have transgressed
against me, even unto this very day. For they are impudent children and
stiffhearted. I do send thee unto them; and thou shalt say unto them, Thus
saith the Lord God. And they, whether they will hear, or whether they will
forbear, (for they are a rebellious house,) yet shall know that there hath been
a prophet among them. And thou, son of man, be not afraid of them, neither
be afraid of their words, though briers and thorns be with thee, and thou dost
dwell among scorpions: be not afraid of their words, nor be dismayed at their
looks, though they be a rebellious house. And thou shalt speak my words
unto them, whether they will hear, or whether they will forbear: for they are
most rebellious. (Eze. 2:3-6)
The responsibility of the evangelist is to provide a faithful and accurate proclamation of the divinely entrusted message.
What the hearer does with that is not the herald’s responsibility
even though it may be his prayerful concern.
Tikkun leader Rudolph continues:
Gentile children who are brought to Christian churches by
their parents are often exposed to years of hearing salvation
messages of fire and brimstone preached from the pulpit. In some
cases it’s a turnoff, yet it instills in the young person a value for
salvation that can surface later in life in response to the evangelistic
message. Jewish children who attend synagogue and Hebrew
School, however, hardly ever encounter the subject of eternal life
and, if they do, it is a side issue that is given only fleeting attention.
As for secular Jews, their unbelief in God and the Scriptures
precludes their giving any credibility to the possibility of eternal
life, so they are fully accepting of not having it. The consequence of
this is that offering a Jew salvation if he will come to Yeshua generally does not produce a positive response. Of course, if the Holy
Spirit is at work in the Jewish person, you can offer him “Post Toasties” and he will respond.3
If someone’s knowledge of the subject of eternal life
and their eternal destiny is deficient, surely one would think the
answer is to open to them the Scriptures and remedy the
deficiency. You would think, that if someone is unbelieving but
open to rational argument, one would use biblical apologetics to
deconstruct faulty thinking and demolish the strongholds of lies
that dominate their thinking and expose their errors as the apos-
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tle Paul did:
For though we walk in the flesh, we are not waging war according
to the flesh. For the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh but have
divine power to destroy strongholds. We destroy arguments and every lofty
opinion raised against the knowledge of God, and take every thought captive
to obey Christ. (2Cor. 10:4-5 ESV)
For the word of God is living and active, sharper than any
two-edged sword, piercing to the division of soul and of spirit, of joints and of
marrow, and discerning the thoughts and intentions of the heart. And no
creature is hidden from his sight, but all are naked and exposed to the eyes
of him to whom we must give account. (Heb. 4:12-13)
Apparently however, this is not the way of the Tikkun
apostles and their networks:
On the other hand, in Matthew 28:19 -20, in a different
formulation of the “Great Commission,” we read: "Go therefore
and make disciples of all the nations, immersing them in the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them
to observe all things that I have commanded you;” This approach
is received more positively by the Jewish people because it
does not seek to entice through a carrot of salvation, and does
not threaten anyone if the Gospel is rejected. Furthermore, it is
an approach familiar to Jewish people because mikvah immersion
is a familiar Jewish custom, and teaching to observe things that
are commanded is a Torah-faithful approach to God that is
completely familiar, and completely Jewish. Of course one
has to get the point across that obeying Yeshua’s commandments and relying on His sacrifice, is part of what it means to be
Torah-faithful in the New Covenant.4
So then, if we want more lost Jews to come to faith in
the Messiah of Israel, we don’t tell them that they are lost and
desperately in need of the salvation that their own Messiah came
to bring!
Instead we teach them the Gospel is all about observing
commandments? Isn’t this a gospel of works, “another gospel”
that is no gospel at all and that will damn its hearers and those
who proclaim it, unless they repent?
The last part also makes no sense -if unsaved Jews are
not told of their need for a saviour and of their lost condition
-why on earth would they even want to rely on the Messiah’s
atoning sacrifice? This is utter foolishness. The author also
further contradicts himself in that he admits that “Of course, if
the Holy Spirit is at work in the Jewish person . . . he will
respond” -so in that case why should we forbear from telling
them the whole counsel of God in regard to salvation?
Apparently, the offer of salvation in Tikkun thinking is
merely a “carrot” now to get people to join the faith, just bait to
get them in the door instead of being at the very heart and soul
of why Jesus came and why He died.
Note also the writer’s priorities. “Preaching the Gospel
message of our lost condition doesn’t appear to be working. We
need to see more numbers coming in so let’s leave out the bits that
offend”. This is the “seeker friendly” approach of Rick Warren
where success is measured by “bottoms on seats”. It is the most
revolting kind of spiritual pragmatism, where we go with what
appears to work even if it means butchering the Gospel and
altering it to suit the tastes of the ungodly and unsaved. Though
it looks outwardly different because the “bait” is different for a
different target audience; this is exactly the principle behind
Hillsong with its vile music, sleazy sexualised floor shows, and
sensual nightclub culture; where the Church becomes like the

unsaved and secular entertainment-addicted world in order to
draw people in. Tikkun is simply making itself like the unbelieving Rabbinic-Jewish world in order to make itself acceptable to
unsaved Jewish sensibilities to draw Jews in.
The Gospel Is Offensive So Let’s Get Over It.
The fact is, that whether we like it or not, -the Gospel is
offensive. It always has been and always will be as long as there are
unsaved unregenerate people on planet earth. Nobody likes to
be told that they are a ruined and lost sinner in the path of God’s
impending judgment, and that none of their best efforts to
please God will avail them anything; that all their good deeds
and religious activities are filthy rags in God’s sight. To the Gentile it is foolishness because it is not according to the wisdom of
this world; and to the religious Jew it is a stumbling block
because it presents him with a crucified Messiah and strikes at
the very heart of his efforts to establish his own righteousness
through Torah observance because he is ignorant of God’s
righteousness (See Romans chapter 10).
But if our audience are not presented with their true
condition and their conscience awakened, how shall they know
of their need for a Saviour?
Yes you might say, but isn’t it a dreadful thing to tell
people that many of their family who perished in the Holocaust
may also be eternally lost?
It’s very hard to think of our dear ones who have gone
before us without professing Christ, being eternally lost -very
hard indeed -very few of us have not thought of our unsaved
relatives who have predeceased us without personal grief. And in
fact -it should distress us to the very core of our being:
“I say the truth in Christ, I lie not, my conscience also bearing me
witness in the Holy Ghost, That I have great heaviness and continual sorrow
in my heart. For I could wish that myself were anathema from Christ for my
brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh . .” (Rom. 9:1)
Is it not our awareness of the condition of most people in
this world, of the countless masses that are hurrying and scurrying, lemming-like, towards the precipice of an eternity separated
from God -that drives us to pray and reach out with the Gospel
in the first place? Isn’t this also the very reason that Jesus came
into the world to die for our sins?
What was the message of Jesus to the Jewish audiences
of His day? Did He tiptoe around the idea of eternal judgement
and avoid dangling the “carrot of salvation” in front of His
hearers? Did He refrain from telling them about the threat of
eternal judgment if they rejected His message?
He went on his way through towns and villages, teaching and
journeying toward Jerusalem. And someone said to him, “Lord, will those
who are saved be few?” And he said to them, “Strive to enter through the
narrow door. For many, I tell you, will seek to enter and will not be able.
When once the master of the house has risen and shut the door, and you begin
to stand outside and to knock at the door, saying, ‘Lord, open to us,’ then he
will answer you, ‘I do not know where you come from.’ Then you will begin
to say, ‘We ate and drank in your presence, and you taught in our streets.’
But he will say, ‘I tell you, I do not know where you come from. Depart from
me, all you workers of evil!’ In that place there will be weeping
and gnashing of teeth, when you see Abraham and Isaac and Jacob
and all the prophets in the kingdom of God but you yourselves cast out. And
people will come from east and west, and from north and south, and recline
at table in the kingdom of God. And behold, some are last who will be first,
and some are first who will be last.”
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But into whatsoever city ye enter, and they receive you not, go your
ways out into the streets of the same, and say, Even the very dust of your city,
which cleaveth on us, we do wipe off against you: notwithstanding be ye sure
of this, that the kingdom of God is come nigh unto you. But I say unto you,
that it shall be more tolerable in that day for Sodom, than for
that city. Woe unto thee, Chorazin! woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the
mighty works had been done in Tyre and Sidon, which have been done in you,
they had a great while ago repented, sitting in sackcloth and ashes. But it
shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the judgment,
than for you. And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted to heaven, shalt
be thrust down to hell. (Lk. 10:10-14)
“Enter through the narrow gate, because the gate is wide and the
way is spacious that leads to destruction, and there are many who enter
through it. But the gate is narrow and the way is difficult that leads to life,
and there are few who find it.” (Matt. 7:13-14)
“For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that
whoever believes in him should not perish but have eternal life. For God did
not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but in order that the
world might be saved through him. Whoever believes in him is not
condemned, but whoever does not believe is condemned already, because he
has not believed in the name of the only Son of God. And this is the
judgment: the light has come into the world, and people loved the darkness
rather than the light because their deeds were evil.” (Jn. 3:16-19)
Whoever believes in the Son has eternal life; whoever does not obey
the Son shall not see life, but the wrath of God remains on him. (Jn. 3:35)
Speculating about how God’s deals with the unevangelised
is one thing, but the Scriptures are extremely clear for those who
have heard it. Once we have heard the Gospel message we
become responsible to obey it or suffer the consequences.
The Gospel is not the problem -we are.
Scripture tells us that for unsaved Jews the problem is
not with the message, not at all.
“I am come in my Father’s name, and ye receive me not: if another
shall come in his own name, him ye will receive. How can ye believe, which
receive honour one of another, and seek not the honour that cometh from God
only? Do not think that I will accuse you to the Father: there is one that
accuseth you, even Moses, in whom ye trust. For had ye believed Moses, ye
would have believed me: for he wrote of me.. But if ye believe not his writings,
how shall ye believe my words?" (Jn 5:45-46)
You could say, that for the lost secular Jew, his disregard
of the Gospel is because He believes Darwin rather than Moses,
and for the lost religious Jew it is because He believes Maimonides
rather than Moses.
Does Scripture forbid us from ever making judgments
about a person’s spiritual condition?
The Rudolph document also raises another issue;
namely should we ever make judgments about another’s personal spiritual state or not? The Tikkun leadership would say no we
should not.
I had reached the same conclusions about salvation some
time ago, but had not been able to express it with Dan’s eloquence.
For a long time now I have refused to refer to any individual as
saved or unsaved. The concept and the destiny is biblical, but I
cannot read hearts, and the authority to judge is not mine. 1
Corinthians 13:7 says that love believes all things. So, when a
person verbalizes either his faith or lack of faith in Yeshua, I believe
him unless his actions say otherwise. If he professes faith, I relate
to him as a brother in the faith, and if he professes no faith, I
relate to him as someone who needs to hear the Gospel. But these
are working assumptions – not judgments.5
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This sounds so nice, so spiritual, so humble and loving
doesn’t it? But is it at all scriptural?
I am the good shepherd: the good shepherd giveth his life for the
sheep. But he that is an hireling, and not the shepherd, whose own the sheep
are not, seeth the wolf coming, and leaveth the sheep, and fleeth: and the wolf
catcheth them, and scattereth the sheep. The hireling fleeth, because he is an
hireling, and careth not for the sheep. (Jn.10:11-14)
It looks like the Scriptures disagree with Tikkun and its
apostles. According to John, believers -particularly shepherds
and leaders, are supposed to be able to recognise wolves who creep in
among the sheep, that is the clear implication of Jesus words.
Even the hireling discerns (sees) the wolf, but he refuses
to take the necessary action because the sheep are not his. A
caring shepherd is supposed to be watching and discerning
-”seeing” wolves that creep in and taking the necessary action to
warn and protect the flock. This means that God must have
provided ways and means to discern who are wolves and who are
not and requires us to make such a judgment in certain cases. Paul
confirms this:
Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and
offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them. For
they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and
by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple.
(Rom.16:17-18)
And this is love, that we walk according to his commandments;
this is the commandment, just as you have heard from the beginning, so that
you should walk in it. For many deceivers have gone out into the
world, those who do not confess the coming of Jesus Christ
in the flesh. Such a one is the deceiver and the antichrist.
Watch yourselves, so that you may not lose what we have worked for, but may
win a full reward. Everyone who goes on ahead and does not
abide in the teaching of Christ, does not have God. Whoever
abides in the teaching has both the Father and the Son. If anyone comes to
you and does not bring this teaching, do not receive him into your house or
give him any greeting, for whoever greets him takes part in his wicked works.
(Jn. 2:7-11)
John refers to certain false teachers as antichrist; I think
we can infer from this that he certainly was making a judgment
as to whether these people were saved or not! The same thought
occurs in 1Jn. 4:1-6, where he refers to those who bring false
doctrine as false prophets energised by the spirit of antichrist and
error and says clearly that they are of the world as opposed to being
of God. Clearly John wasn’t assuming that their profession of
faith was genuine or in false humility saying “It’s not my authority to judge.” Obviously, in some cases it is within our authority
to judge and we are required to do so.
Jesus Himself spoke unequivocally about the final destination of false prophets, so He didn’t regard them as saved
either.
Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the
kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of my Father which is in
heaven. Many will say to me in that day, “Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and in thy name have cast out devils? and in thy name done
many wonderful works?” And then will I profess unto them, “I never knew
you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity." (Matt. 7:21-23)
You cannot detach this verse from the section that
precedes it which deals with the matter of false prophets. From this
we can know that the fruit that distinguishes a false prophet
from a true one, is not signs and wonders or the size of their
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ministry or their good works or appearance of personal character, but adherence to the Word of God as exemplified in the
teaching of Jesus -in other words the test is mainly doctrinal; in
other words it is for their false teachings that they are being thrust
out from the presence of God for eternity. Throughout Scripture false prophets, false teachers and false apostles are never
condemned because they weren’t nice people who refused to
help little old ladies across the street or carry their shopping.
They were judged and condemned for the following kind of
things (Deut. chs. 13 and 18):
Speaking in the name of the LORD but making predictions that are not realised.
Speaking in the name of other gods even though their
predictions may come to pass.
Appearing to speak in the name of the LORD but who
is employing occult means to “hear from God”.
Seducing the people of God away from the teaching of
Scripture into syncretism or pluralism.
What is particularly disturbing about the Matthew
seven account is that these false prophets are completely astonished when they are condemned to a lost eternity. Perhaps no
one bothered to warn them, and Tikkun-style simply refused to
judge them as unsaved but simply accepted their profession as
genuine?
How different the Tikkun attitude is from that of the
Scriptures:
A man that is an heretic after the first and second admonition
reject; Knowing that he that is such is subverted, and sinneth, being
condemned of himself. (Tit. 3:10-11)
Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught,
that he may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort and to
convince the gainsayers. For there are many unruly and vain
talkers and deceivers, specially they of the circumcision: Whose
mouths must be stopped, who subvert whole houses, teaching
things which they ought not, for filthy lucre’s sake. One of themselves, even a prophet of their own, said, The Cretians are alway
liars, evil beasts, slow bellies. This witness is true. Wherefore
rebuke them sharply, that they may be sound in the faith; Not
giving heed to Jewish fables, and commandments of men, that
turn from the truth.
We are not talking of immature Christians here who
sometimes have wonky ideas or struggling sheep whose understanding is limited; but these are people actively promoting and
teaching major doctrinal departures, Gospel-perverting errors
that can damn the soul, imported by false brethren, who sneak
in and privily introduce destructive heresies.
But neither Titus, who was with me, being a Greek, was compelled
to be circumcised: Gal 2:4 And that because of false brethren unawares
brought in, who came in privily to spy out our liberty which we have in Christ
Jesus, that they might bring us into bondage: To whom we gave place by
subjection, no, not for an hour; that the truth of the gospel might continue
with you. (Gal. 2:5-6)
Note, that even though these false teachers slyly insinuated themselves, Paul and his companions discerned them and
outed them as false brethren -he did not take the “It’s not for me
to judge, I don’t have that authority” approach of Daniel Juster
and his fellow false apostles and their minions.
What though of the Wheat and the Tares?
But what about the Parable of the Wheat and the Tares

in Matthew chapter 13, doesn’t that tell us to leave false teachers
alone and let God deal with them?
If we look carefully at the passage in question, we see
that the field is the world -not the church. Both we and the tares
are what is growing in the field -none of us are the reapers. The
reapers who are instructed not to uproot the tares until the end
of the age are the angels. This passage speaks of the Lord's
coming and His then cleansing of the earth when He will
consign the wicked to their final destination. It describes these
events in quite general terms -it does not give specifics about the
first and second resurrections etc., but is simply a parable
illustrating that both the wicked and the righteous will be
present on God's earth until the time is ripe for Judgement. This
Scripture should never be used to apply to the Church as a
means of neutralising the commandment to protect the flock by
discerning, exposing and expelling from the congregation or distancing ourselves from unrepentant false teachers, pseudo-prophets
and antichrists.
Wider Hope, Whither Goest Thou?
Now here’s the question. Why would anyone, and the
Tikkun false apostles in particular, want to water down the
Gospel and remove the boundaries that distinguish between
those clear cases of true and false professions; between true
teachers of the faith and false prophets, between the spirit of
Christ and that of Antichrist?
The answer of course, is when you want to merge in
union with other faiths that are Christian in name but deny the
Scriptures and preach another Gospel, which is what they are
doing with their TJCII (Towards Jerusalem Council Two) initiative. The question over what happens to the unevangelised is
being used as a wedge to deceitfully bring in acceptance of the
rank heresies and aberrant spiritualities behind Romanism and
Eastern Orthodoxy. All differences can be brushed aside in the
name of “not judging” and “acceptance”. By removing the
requirement to exercise discernment, Mary-worshipping Catholics and icon-adoring Eastern Orthodox and their ministers and
teachers (including the Pope himself) can be welcomed as members of the household of God, no matter what abominations and
blasphemies they entertain.
I think our reader can see where this convoluted matter
fits in to the overall scheme of things. It is yet another means to
advance the ecumenical (and ultimately inter-faith) agenda, yet
another manifestation of the mystery of iniquity as the spirit of
Antichrist prepares the Harlot Church.
Just as in other nations, the Gospel here is under
sustained attack on all fronts, but most particularly from within
the professing Body, and very subtle and devious ways. Satan’s
little helpers can make themselves sound so reasonable, so kind
and loving while they furtively infiltrate their false teachings
under the guise of something else. May we all constantly pray for
wisdom and discernment to be able to correctly perceive what is
going on and be warned!
Blessings from Israel, Elon and Hadas.
Footnotes

1. The information in this table is adapted from that presented in a very useful article on this subject
a t : h t t p s : //r s c . b y u . e d u /a r c h i v e d /s a l v a t i o n - c h r i s t - c o m p a r a tive-christian-views/13-those-who-have-never-heard-survey-major
2. Soteriolog y and Wider Hope by Michael Rudolph http://www.genesisobservatory.us/ohev/Documents/Messages%20-%20PDF%20Files/Soteriolog y%20and%20Wider%20Hope.pdf
3. Ibid. 4. Ibid. 5. Ibid.
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Blessings to you all.
I apologize up front that our contribution this quarter is going to be short. It has been a challenging few months getting back
into working full days and it has been taking its toll on me.
In the News:
I recently heard of some churches in south Auckland that have been naming and shaming their members for not tithing. It
seems that in some establishments they read out a list of names along with how much was given by them. Some families have been
so shamed by this that they have taken out micro loans that they cannot afford at exorbitant interest rates. The greed of their church
would have them weighed down by unaffordable debt so that the church may prosper.
As a result, one south Auckland councillor is calling for tithing to be banned at churches located in low-income communities.
Manukau Councillor Efeso Collins said poorer families are already stretched and the practice needs to stop. Mr Collins said people
feel obliged first to tithe, then borrow to pay the bills.
Some of these churches have the view that tithing is a donation to a charity, meaning those donating can claim a tax rebate,
and as a result don’t see a problem with what they’re doing. One church-goer, however, says that's not why people do it: worshippers
are told, "whatever you give, your blessings will come back ten-fold". This is classic Word of Faith tactics.
These pastors are fleecing the sheep.
Proverbs 22:22-23 Do not rob the poor, because he is poor, or crush the afflicted at the gate, for the Lord will plead their cause and rob of life
those who rob them.
If you would like to read more on the subject of tithing, we recommend David Nathan’s book on the subject.
Grace and peace be multiplied unto you from our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ. Praise Him from whom all blessings
flow.
The Children were happy excited on the opening of
school year 2018-2019 when they received their school supplies
and school uniforms from Moriel regular Give a Gifts program. It
serves and encourages them in their secular schooling and in
Sunday School. Due to this rainy season all of us want for the
children to be protected from cold, that's why we conduct
additional Moriel Give a Gifts umbrellas and raincoats. The
parents were also thankful for all the blessings.
Three children were not as concentrated at their studies
and eating foods because of their aching teeth. We brought them
to a dentist for tooth extraction. Now they feel fine with good
appetite.
The mosquito dengue are now active on this season,we're
all concern for everyone’s health, so we called for a fumigator to
kill the mosquitoes and drive away. We also used mosquito coil
repellent. It needs to repeat the fumigation. Let us pray that no
one is affected by dengue and let us all pray for each and everyone’s good health.
We took some of the young children to attend young
peoples fellowship at San Felipe and San Antonio Zambales to let
them grow in Christian fellowships.
Lately we recognized some mothers for their continual
working with us for the Lord on Moriel’s regular Feeding
Program. We gave them a token of appreciation for their good
service.
We are now on clearing the place for the proposed
construction of new feeding house (center). God allows, He
answered everyone’s prayer. Let us continue to pray for it that
God may be glorified.
Thank you very much to all of you. May God continue to
bless each and every one and the ministry.
Sincerely, in Christ
Ptr. Paul
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13 Lives
I’m sure most of the world has heard by now that the soccer
team in Chiang Rai, Thailand, stuck in a cave has been safely
rescued. Much prayer went into this on behalf of many people. At
first they were saying it would take 4 months to get them out. We
also seriously prayed for them, but our former neighbor, Paul, who
was a worldly prison guard in New York, and became a Christian
about 7 years ago, now is as zealous for the Lord as he was zealous
for sin before. He spends hours a day in prayer, and really labored
in prayer for the souls of these 13 who were stuck in the cave. And,
he prayed in faith that they would get out. I prayed for them earnestly also, but honestly I was praying more for their souls that they
would repent and get right with God before they die. I heard that
the diver from England who first found them, (Vernon Unsworth)
is a Christian. I haven’t been able to confirm this, but I do believe
one of the boys in the cave was a Christian, a boy from Myanmar
who studies in Thailand. Now that they are out of the cave, some
are trying to give Buddhism the glory, by having the boys ordain as
novice monks. What “plagiarism,” that is to give credit to the wrong
source! May these boys recognize that thousands of Christians were
praying for them, and that Jesus, their Creator, is the One whose
name should be praised!
Mothers of the Children
For the last few weeks one of the mothers of the children
has been coming with us to church also. And, last week, another
mother came also. These ladies are from the same area as the 13
year old girl with the now 9 month old baby. Just yesterday Khae
said that yet another mother would like to come with us to church.
This time we’re inviting Jallay to come also, so that in the second
hour he can teach these mothers and the children in the Shan
language. Praise the Lord!
Khae said it is like Peter’s fishing experience—No fish all
night, and then at the master’s command, an abundance. The young
lady with her baby stopped coming to church and it seemed we had
labored in vain, but then God turned the tables and from the same
village He has brought many others in to hear the gospel. Also, this
young lady has been taking TB medicine for three months now and
getting healthy again.
And, one of the new students from a different village said
she wants to serve the Lord in the future. She is a relative of the
couple who last year were baptized. Here’s a recent picture of our
Saturday children’s
class.

came across a monk who asked me to sit down and explain the
gospel. I had a good talk with him and he said he might come with
us to church sometime. Here’s a picture. Please pray for these three
monks and others we may meet in the future.

Women’s Prison
We now have a new class of students for the English
massage class of about 60 students. I’m teaching English, another
lady teaches Chinese, and Jallay teaches the Bible. Jallay had a good
illustration recently—if a good looking, intelligent person suddenly
became mentally ill, their parents would still love the person, but if
that person started cutting up leaves and clothes and saying “these
are delicious noodles,” the parents would not eat those noodles.
This “best effort” is like people who are trying to impress God with
their good works, which are as “filthy rags,” or “leaf noodles.”
Thus, we need Jesus, the Savior to get right with God. Last week he
gave another good message about blind Bartimaeus who cried out to
Jesus, not worried about what those around him would think. We
also should cry out to Jesus, not worrying about what those around
us think.
We’ve been having good attendance at the Christian meeting also (teaching through Hebrews and Genesis). Isaiah’s (our
adopted son) Mom seems to be more active in her faith now (probably encouraged that her son is with a Christian family), and along
with some other ladies presented two worship songs—one in Thai
and one in Lahu during the meeting.
One of the ladies who is in for 20 years (15 to go) said that
her Dad is an evangelist among the Akha people, but that she was a
stubborn daughter. It took an arrest and prison for her to get right
with the Lord. Now she is a worship leader. Another lady who used
to be our massage/English student, and a non-Christian, is now a
born-again Christian, and active in the Christian group, even spending her lunch hour with the Christians in Bible study. But, recently
she received the death-sentence. Please pray for her.
Lahu Bibles
There are many nominal Lahu believers in northern Thailand. This month Jallay went to hand out Lahu Bibles and encourage the believers at some children’s homes, where most of the
children are Lahu. These children are learning to read in their own
language using the Scriptures. Here’s a picture.

Monk Chats
About two months ago I had a Bible study with two monks
for an hour and a half from the books of Genesis and John. They
had many good questions, and I believe God helped me to answer
these. I could not have orchestrated better questions than what they
asked. May God move in their hearts and open their eyes that they
may surrender to Him.
Last month handing out tracts with Micah and Isaiah, we
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Suphanburi
We drove again to see Khae’s relatives who are suffering
from a witchcraft attack. We took one brother who did a homestay
there to improve his Thai and at the same time be a witness for “Made in China”: The History of Buddhism in the Middle
Kingdom (Part I)
Jesus. He was a great witness during the month that he was there,
but it seems there is no response yet. It took about five years though
By Scott Murray Noble (micahberekiah@gmail.com)
for Khae’s Dad to become a Christian, so sometimes the seeds take
a while before sprouting. Here’s a picture among the shrimp ponds.
Supposedly, missing link Peking Man roamed the picturesque countryside of ancient China, only to be dug up posthumously in 1927. Where is the evidence for this? Those bones
disappeared during WWII and, “…one of the people who aided
in the discovery of Peking Man was Teilhard De Chardin—one
of the perpetrators of the Piltdown Man hoax!” (Martin, 113)
Peking Man is still missing.

Not counting any unconfirmed legends, Chinese history
begins with the Shang dynasty--from 1765 until 1122 BC. The
Shang dynasty only included about 13% of the land mass of
modern day China, and technically wasn’t “China,” since that
name came from the Qin dynasty of the 3rd century BC. The
Shang dynasty clearly shared cultural traits of some of the later
dynasties though.

Shan, Burmese and Thai Outreach
We’re going out twice a week now to hand out tracts and
talk with groups of people. One of those days is mostly among Thai
people, and some westerners, but on the other day we go to a place
where there are mainly Shan and Burmese workers. On one of those
days we had a crowd gathering around to receive tracts from Jallay,
Micah and I. We also preached a little bit for that crowd, sharing the
Skipping ahead in the historical timeline to The Warring
gospel and some testimonies. Jallay got their contact information
States period (476-221 BC), The Art of War, written out of some
and plans to go visit them sometime, but they live far from here.
of the experiences of those battles, was penned during that time
Mae Ai Children’s Outreach
in about the 4th century BC.
Also, here are some pictures from the Lahu village in Mae
Ai, where Da is reaching out to the children and families in her
Pre-Buddhist Philosophies and Terracotta Warriors
community who are from Buddhist families. Recently three ladies
Looking at some more of the background of China at the
decided to become Christians and be baptized. Here are some end of the Warring States period, and about 300 years before
pictures.
Buddhism reached this land, we see…
Thank you for your prayers and support.
Peace in Christ, Scott, Khae, Micahberekiah, and Isaiah

…Zheng, the man who is called the first emperor of
China (Qin Shi Huang Di), after many battles and much court
intrigue, managed to forcefully unify China in 221 BC (which
also marked the beginning of the Qin dynasty). That was about
11 years after Indian Emperor Asoka died (of the Maurya Dynasty-- a man sometimes called “the Constantine of Buddhism”).
Like other anti-Christ figures, Zheng had a fascination
with the number six. Looking at those who prefigured the
anti-Christ in the Old Testament, there’s also a prominence of the
number six in their lives: Goliath, Solomon (in his backslidden
days), Nebu-chadnezzar (in his pre-conversion days), etc. This
number of the beast (Revelation 13:18) was also evident in
Zheng’s life:
“According to a popular line of Daoist thought, each
historical age was dominated by one of the five elements: earth,
wood, metal, fire, and water…. Zhou had ruled through the
power of fire. Its successor, Qin would be the age of water, which
extinguishes fire. Water had certain attributes, its color being
black, its number six. So flags became black, six the preferred
unit of length for measuring almost anything, from the height of
hats to the width of chariot-axles” (Man, 109).
Both Daoism and Confucianism began in about the 6th
century BC. This, along with the Legalist philosophy of politics
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Made In China
was the backdrop in which Zheng found himself. John Man,
writes of this time after unification: “Now would begin what
Germany’s Nazi regime called Gleichschaltung [literally “equal
circuits” or “phasing”—bringing everything into conformity],
the centralizing process that seized control over all aspects of
society” (107). The Legalist political philosophy was adopted by
Zheng. It was a system of severe punishments, but also rewards
for those who fell in line.

tion and the development of psychic powers, an interest that may
have stemmed from the strong shamanic traditions in the area”
(Robinson and Johnson, 168).
In their book, “The Buddhist Religion: A Historical
Introduction,” Robinson and Johnson describe the Buddhist
meditation process and conclude, “The content of Awakening is
thus two-thirds shamanism, ethically transformed, and one-third
phenomenology [analyzing an experience from within, but not
looking for any correspondence to anything outside of the experience]…” (19). Robinson and Johnson define shamanism: “In the
simplest terms, shamanism is the effort to gain knowledge or
power from altered states of consciousness.” (290).

In 1974 Zheng’s massive burial site was discovered, most
impressive of which were the 8000 or so life-sized terracotta
warriors. The main burial chamber is in a pyramid about 60
meters high, but it has remained unopened. Historian Sima Qian
(c.145-86 BC) recorded that this burial chamber is filled with
rivers of mercury, and cross-bows set to fire at any intruder
Two-thirds of this Buddhist process is shamanism—an
attempting to open the tomb. It is like the setting for an Indiana effort to gain knowledge or power from altered states of
Jones movie, but in real-life.
consciousness! This process already had a precedent set for it in
China, where many parallels could be found between it and
Empire-sized efforts went into Zheng’s preparation for Taoism: “Taoism and Buddhism both contained shamanic
his afterlife. Legions of people were put to forced labor. In elements in practice and thus had certain similarities that eased
addition to all of the landscaping of 3.5 million tonnes of earth the introduction of Buddhist practice during the Han dynasty.
around the burial site, and the clay to make the soldiers, just the Meditation guides were the first Buddhist texts sought after by
sealing of these pottery warriors required the sap from about the Chinese, who hoped for the psychic or supernatural powers
150,000-200,000 trees, and roofing the tomb and the that meditation might provide” (Robinson and Johnson, 213).
frozen-in-time army required about “18,000 5-metre sections of
pine” (Man, 207-236).
Robinson and Johnson further conclude,“The various
shamanic traditions around the world differ primarily as to which
Zheng could not be faulted for lack of preparation for altered states they regard as significant, how they try to induce
the after-life. Many people do go through life being entertained them, and what uses of these states they regard as most worthby trivial things and make no preparation whatsoever for the while. We have already noted how early Buddhism was a variant
after-life. But, preparing the wrong way is just as vain. Zheng of shamanism…” (290)
lived to be about 49 years old, a life no doubt shortened by taking
To base a religion upon the knowledge or power gained
mercury pills in hopes it would give him immortality. But, his life
was self-centered, exalting himself, making others serve him, and in altered states of consciousness is hardly a sure foundation for
putting the resources of the empire into his colossal tomb. No this life or the after-life. “Pheno-menology” (analyzing an expematter how massive the monuments or efforts are which people rience from within, but not looking for any correspond-dence to
make, if the motivation of one’s life is not to give credit to God anything outside of the experience) is just as lacking in credibility.
the Creator, and live by faith in His Word, the Bible, then that is By contrast Jesus has given us His Word, proven by objectively
a life lived which puts lies in the place of truth, and is like steal- verifiable prophecies, and real events in history like His resurrecing—just as a person who would take a company car and use it tion from the dead, the evidence for which even hardened
for their own whims, while doing nothing for the one who gave lawyers have examined and confessed that the evidence points to
its reality.
him or her that car.
So, instead of investing in a massive tomb, or going into an
Samuel said to rebellious king Saul, “…to obey is better altered state, let us put our faith in Jesus, who has both the power
than sacrifice…” (I Samuel 15:22)
and the credentials to lead us to heaven!
Jesus said, “…If a man love me, he will keep my (Stay tuned for part II in this series on Chinese Buddhism)
words…” (John 14:23) And, “For what shall it profit a man, if
he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul? Or what References
Martin, J. (2004). The Evolution of a Creationist. Rockwall: Biblical Discipleshall a man give in exchange for his soul? Whosoever therefore ship Publishers.
shall be ashamed of me and of my words in this adulterous and Man, J. (2007). The Terracotta Army: China’s First Emperor and the Birth of
Nation. London: Bantam Books.
sinful generation; of him also shall the Son of man be ashamed, aRobinson,
R.H., Johnson, W.L., Wawrytko, S.A., & DeGraff, G. (1997). The
when he cometh in the glory of his Father with the holy angels” Buddhist Religion: A Historical Introduction. Belmont: Wadsworth Publishing Company.
(Mark 8:36-38).
The Buddhist Link to Shamanism
Buddhism reached China during the Han dynasty in the
first century AD. It arrived via Central Asia: “Central Asians
were known to have a fervent interest in the practice of medita-
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The Awakening

I Know I am Closer to the Son - Why Do I Feel Colder?
Why Does God Feel Farther Away?
Being uprooted from our past “church” has been quite
a journey and experience for my family. There is a silent and
continuous drama that unfolds within the consciousness of an
individual as they watch the spiritual decisions they make impact
all aspects of their lives, family, and friendships. While reflecting
upon the process of assimilating into the wonderful congregation we have since found, it occurred to me that it is a sad truth
that there will be an increase in this experience in the people of
God as predictions of prophecy press on (2 Timothy 4:3).
There will be increased need for families and individuals who
wish to stay loyal to the Lord to cut loose from apostate churches and to endure upheaval. Therefore, the knowledge that there
will be an increase in need for Christians to uproot their families
and move on from congregations and groups that reject His
Word requires a certain awareness and preparation for believers
in our day. Satan’s schemes are not unknown to us (2 Corinthians 2:11), but they are always harder to detect when he customizes his devious approach to our personal situation. He seeks to
isolate us in very meaningful ways during our struggles, and it is
necessary to be aware of this fact, and to be aware that the best
illusion he could create would be a convincing scenario of being
abandoned by God (Psalm 22:1-2). He even used this tactic
with the Lord Jesus Himself thus proving he believes it to be his
best method of temptation (Matthew 4:1-11). We, of course, are
not greater than our Master and should not expect to be treated
differently (John 15:18).
When Jesus was tempted, we see some of His greatest
confrontations with the Devil came when Satan was permitted
to isolate Him. We see that Satan isolated Christ in the desert
before approaching Him, and that he isolated Jesus in the garden
of Gethsemane (Matthew 26:40) and that he even tried to use
Peter in a more intimate setting with Christ to distract Him from
His mission (Matthew 16:23). Similarly, Peter was isolated when
he denied Christ (Mark 14:66-72), John was alone on Patmos
(Revelation 1:9), Eve was isolated in the garden (many scholars
believe the original Hebrew suggests Adam was not immediately
present for her initial conversation with the serpent), and there
are numerous records of the followers of the Lord being isolated prior to being approached by Satan in a challenging way.
Why is it that after taking a deliberate stand for the Lord,
so many followers of Christ get met with ridicule, prison cells,
censoring, trials, and worse (1 Kings 19:10)? Why does their
initial state seem better than the state of their affairs after taking
a stand for the faith? In the case of my own family, moving on
to more scriptural pastures represented a spiritual victory that we
know was a grace of the Lord rarely accomplished by people in
our former sect. I was happy my wife and I accomplished that
blessing. By Him we were able to break away and find a great
church group that adheres to God’s Word. Yet on a personal
level it brought a bizarre sequence of subsequent events that
amounted to feelings of loneliness. In truth, experiencing these
emotions was disappointing and made me wonder why it is that
our moments of triumph require that we also at times experi-
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ence our greatest emotions of sadness. Why does doing the
“right thing” often find itself accompanied by an anticlimactic
feeling of abandonment by man and God? Shouldn’t our efforts
to move closer to God culminate in a victorious blessing instead
of feeling further from Him (Psalm 43:5)?
Getting Colder as We Approach the Sun
I am learning the hard way that there is an important
reason why this happens, and there is an important reason for
this tension between how we feel after taking a stand for the
Lord and what we know to be accurate truth; that it is possible
for us to be in a better objective position with the Lord than we
feel we are. If we are not careful, Satan will use this feeling to
drag us away. We can simultaneously be moving closer to the
Lord as we feel further removed. I recently heard a recording of
a late preacher who eloquently illustrated how nature itself can
teach us this spiritual principle (Romans 1:20). To illustrate a
spiritual paradox, he chose a phenomenon of nature which
contrasted the intersection between physical and spiritual
worlds. God shows us so much in His creation. He explained
that as you physically move closer to the sun, logic tells you that
you should feel warmer and warmer. Since basic scientific
studies of radiation tell us that the proximity to a radiation
source is directly related to the intensity of the radiation exposure one receives, it would initially seem to make sense that if
you ascend the heights of Earth in the direction of the sun you
should feel warmer as you gain altitude. Yet this isn’t the case at
all. If someone were to measure the temperature as they ascend
toward the sun they would note that it gets colder and colder
still. They are measurably closer to the sun, but the temperature
measured just doesn’t indicate that reality. This forces one to
acknowledge that there are certainly other measurements to
consider that are not within the scope of our five senses. Some
measures can have apparent paradoxes that are less easily
explained without knowledge which is coupled with objective
truth. It is an objective truth that a mountain climber is closer to
the sun than those on the ground below and it is also a subjective
experience that this climber will feel farther away from the sun
than those looking on at the climber from the ground. The
reality is that as we get closer to the sun (whether by climbing the
highest heights or whether we launch into orbit in space) we
measure decreases in temperature. Modern science has a clear
understanding of how and why altitude and air pressure impact
temperature, but it bears noting that there are times that what we
can detect regarding the world around us doesn’t always match
what is true.
To further make this point let’s consider the aviation
industry. Planes endure freezing temperatures every day while
thousands of feet closer to the sun than land-dwelling people
below. Yet in contrast pilots and flight attendants have been
considered “radiation workers” by the FAA since 1994, because
they are exposed to more ionizing radiation than workers in
nuclear power plants are exposed to while on the ground below.
Flight workers are unable to subjectively detect their increased
exposure to the sun and feel no different than those in safer
careers, so the opposite principle also holds true. Again, it isn’t
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that we don’t have the knowledge to explain these apparent
disparities, but the reality is that it isn’t obvious why they exist
from a subjective and experiential perspective. It is in these
critical realms of safety we must default to our objective knowledge rather than our perceptions. To keep safe from the effects
of the sun, an aviation worker must operate within the realm of
what he/she knows and not within the realm of how he/she
feels.
The preacher’s metaphor and analogy caused me to
reflect on the struggle my family faces after leaving an apostate
church.
Here is the point; breaking through this barrier of an
apparent paradox is where the faith of the Christian is tested and
refined. May I argue for a moment that the apparent paradox of the
sun has parallels with respect to an apparent paradox related to the Son?
How close we feel to the sun doesn’t necessarily reflect how close
we are to the sun since true distance and sensory perception can
give conflicting information at times, and God has shown us by
nature how close we are to the Son doesn’t always reflect accurately
what we feel in relation to the Son. The conclusion is again that
the reality we perceive regarding God and events in our lives may
seem paradoxically juxtaposed to our objective standing with
God, and we cannot always trust our own perceptions.
What if Peter gave up after denying the Lord three
times? What if each of us based our assessment of salvation
upon how we perceive our daily performance rather than upon
the objective statements and sacrifice of Christ? In our spiritual
journey, my family undertook a lifechanging experience of
leaving our apostate church and I cannot help but relate to the
example of the paradox of nature the preacher I heard
described. I have found that in the efforts my wife and I have
made to move closer to the Son of man in abandoning the
Earthly organization we once belonged to, we have in fact initially felt colder and more isolated. We are so thankful and blessed
in so many ways, and our logic and biblical measurement told us
that by God’s grace we had achieved a better and higher spiritual
altitude after acting on our knowledge of the truth. But knowing we had moved closer to the Son didn’t always result in feeling
closer to Him. It is one thing to know you made a correct
decision for Christ for your family, but it is another thing to
emotionally feel and detect the warmth of that decision and
God’s approval when observing your surrounding experiences
and encounters with people. Indeed, one can grow closer to the
Son while at the same time all objective measures surrounding
them indicate that they are getting further away from the Lord,
and that He is growing colder to them. I felt worse on many
days, more alone, and angrier. Some of my worst moments
came out, and it was only then I realized if not tested in this way
I would be unaware of my own evils lurking beneath the surface.
Remember this; emotions change all the time. They are
by their nature unstable and ever-changing. We never want to
make large decisions based upon how we feel in a given moment,
but rather based upon our knowledge of objective positional
truth from the Word of God. A creature may feel warmer
sunbathing in the middle of a road on a sunny day, but if it
doesn’t make an objective evaluation of the danger it is in and
make a clear positional change in response to oncoming traffic
we can know that how it feels sunbathing will soon result in a
decision that costs it its own life. This notion has practical bibli-

cal application; one of the most powerful ways that apostate
churches keep members under their influence is by pointing out
the apostacies of other churches and other groups. This makes
everyone in the group feel warmer, better, more righteous, and
gives the subjective illusion of that group being closer to God
(John 8:1-11). Sometimes leaders can hide their own apostacy by
convincing followers that they are the only group approved by
God, which is when the dangers of cults creep in. This tactic
should not be underestimated and indeed it fooled me for quite
some time. If someone rails against obvious error in other
groups, a discerning mind will recognize the objective validity in
the argument being presented. When someone in error points at
the doctrinal errors of another, the errors they point at are in
fact true. The Pharisees were correct in pointing out the sin of
adultery in the case of the woman brought before Him. But
what good is it if we don’t apply this to our own standing with
God as well? Where the danger lies is in creating the illusion that
there is transitive congruence between preaching against specific
errors, and that same preaching somehow also being evidence
that the teacher abides in the truth of the Word. I can ridicule
you for jumping from a plane without a parachute, but I am
more of a fool if I jump with one on my back, but I never pull
the cord. You see, it is one thing to point out the errors of
another, but it is another thing altogether to honestly evaluate
your own position relative to the Son using the measures that He
has laid out in His Word. Such measures are often beyond the
capabilities of human righteousness and understanding but are
not any less true (John 17:17).
Consider this concept as a question; If I point out the
errors in teaching regarding core elements of the faith in a teacher or a denomination does that automatically make my views of
the gospel correct? Does my attack of the errors of others
demonstrate a proof that I myself am approved of God? To
believe this to be true would be no different than Jehovah’s
Witness accurately pointing out the errors of Mormons as proof
that they are in good standing with God. This is the crux of how
cults and false churches maintain an appearance of God’s acceptance to their followers. After all, if they were able to identify
errors in the doctrines of groups with a decent level of skill
many people would accept it as evidence that we should trust the
teacher as being closer to the Son of man. This is one of the
most dangerous tactics I have witnessed in real-world application because railing against other false doctrines can distract
congregants from the glaring errors of their own teachers, and
isolate whole groups of sheep for Satan to malign (Matthew 7:5).
The greatest appeal of this tactic is that it is soothing
and creates the impression that your church group is closer to
the Son when it might be moving farther away. This
less-than-obvious paradox is what makes it so difficult for someone with a background like myself to know whether I am in the
right church or not. Jacob Prasch has highlighted the difficulties
those coming from cults have in assimilating into other churches
(https://www.moriel.org/online-sermons/23-sermons-in-english/5887-christian-cults.html). I would submit that this
paradoxical spiritual phenomenon is in part a cause for the
inability of many who came from conflicted spirituality to assimilate into healthy churches. We see this more clearly in biblical
examples. The Pharisees pointed out the errors of the gentile
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world (Acts 15:5, Matthew 9:11). They did so with accuracy;
they had The Law, and they had the knowledge of sin and death.
Did this fact ensure the steadfastness of the Pharisees in their
relationship to God? Not at all. We see Jesus rejected them with
vigor and with sharpness in the scriptures (Matthew 12:38-42,
Matthew 16:1-4, Luke 20:20-26, Mark 12:38-40). This is the
struggle of someone coming from false teaching and from apostacy. They can honestly agree with their new teacher on the
apostacy they came from, but they also are filled with apprehension in how to know for sure their new teachers are not in their
own state of apostacy that isn’t obvious. How can they know ten
years won’t go by and someone else will not effectively prove
that the teachings of their new teacher are not equally false?
If you break away from a fallen church, you must do
everything you can not to assume you can go it alone and you
must fight the temptation to avoid trusting relationships with
brothers and sisters in Christ (Acts 2:42). You must evaluate
everything from the Word as a canon of measure. If you don’t
you will be isolated, and often feel further from the Son than you
ever have. I cannot imagine how tough it would be now if my
family didn’t find another place to worship with other believers.
The devil would like nothing more than to convince you to graze
on your own in an unfamiliar pasture (Matthew 7:15). You must
take care not to trust your emotions when in a transitional
period, but instead to evaluate your positional truth based upon
the objective measures of the Word of God (Proverbs 28:26).
As you move closer to the Son, you will feel good sometimes,
lonely others, angry others, and still happy at other times. This
flux is too wild and ambiguous to provide steadfast guidance and
could lead you to make a poor decision. Never mistrust your
emotional swings as being “The Spirit.” As they say in the
aviation world, “trust your gauges.” The Spirit points to Jesus
and His Word. So many pilots have died during night flights and
bad weather because they trusted their senses and not the objective readings of their gauges. Their disorientation had deadly
consequences. The gauge of the state of the soul is the Word of
God during the storms of life.
How We Feel Will Align One Day
Recently I felt so downtrodden, and angry, and solemn
by everything that I perceived and felt that I realized I couldn’t
trust lean on how I felt. I sat silent in our new church congregation, saying nothing. I was at the end of what I could know.
Simply said, I felt so alone and abandoned by family, friends, and
all around that I had no response and kept my mouth closed. I
flipped randomly through the bible to keep myself occupied and
came across Psalm 38 and 39. After reading it I was both comforted and convicted by how I let my feelings dictate my view of
the love God has for me. God was helping me confront my own
sin and sinful nature and helping me let go of finding my identity
in anything or anyone instead of Him. Christ didn’t go to the
cross because of how He felt in position to God; when the
moment approached He didn’t want to do it even though He
chose to do it (Matthew 26:39, John 10:18). He lamented being
forsaken while being crucified (Matthew 27:46). He didn’t
become sin for me because the experience would be a pleasant
one or because it would make Him feel better at the time. He did
it because of what He knew to be the objective truth and
because of Who He Is. There are times you will have to act
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objectively as a Christian, father, mother, brother, or sister not
because of how you feel as a Christian, but because of who God
has made you to be positionally, because of who you know you
now are by His blood, and sometimes you will have to act on it
based solely upon your knowledge of that reality and not what
you see or feel (1 Peter 2:9). I realize better now that God gave
me examples in the Psalms and elsewhere of those who could
relate to how I felt (Hebrews 4:15). God didn’t base His faithfulness to David based upon the waxing and waning of David’s
emotions, but instead we see in Psalms 38 and 39 he leaves some
examples of followers before us who felt badly at times to the
point of being lost for words. I fell for the trap of walking by
sight and not by faith right after my family took a step of faith.
I say this to help and to warn and to encourage you not to give
up. Never give up.
Never take a step of faith and then look around with
carnal eyes to evaluate the result. The days are dark, we must try
not to think of the bad that can happen, but to live with our
faces in the sun (Philippians 4:8). We need to do our best not to
reflect the evil around us, but to live with our faith in the Son (1
John 1:7).
Warmer Times are Ahead
Getting back to the paradoxical metaphor of the sun for
a moment, if we were to continue our journey in the direction of
the sun there would eventually come a point in our travel where
all measures begin to align, and our perceptions confirm and
converge with objective reality. If we were to continue a hypothetical journey toward the sun through space eventually the
apparent paradox would relent and give way to ever increasing
measures of all types, including temperature; as they yield to the
overpowering realities of what an increasing proximity to the
sun necessitates by its immense power. God has shown us that
there are deeper reasons for the way we feel (Jeremiah 17:9). We
do not always accurately feel the realities of our position. However, at some point in our journey toward our Lord in heaven,
how we feel and our proximity to the Master will begin to coincide, and apparent paradoxes will give way to His Awesome
power as they fall and yield to His radiant power. At some point
His presence will overcome all measures, perceptions, and
feelings that indicate to us how close we are to Him, and they
will yield to a singular reality; we are with the I AM (1 Thessalonians 4:17). Our reality is that we are already seated with Him in
the heavenly places (Ephesians 2:6), but it is worth noting that
although our new life in Christ has already begun there will be a
day we will be overcome with the beauty of the experience of
how that feels. The only answer for how we feel in the meantime
when nothing seems to make sense (Romans 8:22-24) is to trust
the measures of God Himself (Proverbs 3:5-6).
In Him,
Walker Freely
Questions? Comments?
Email me at rockinmyshoe2@protonmail.com
See blog at
https://wordpress.com/view/rockinmyshoestoneinmypath.wordpress.com
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Moriel South Africa Update
Dear Family and Friends
Greetings in Jesus wonderful name. First of all I wish to thank everyone for their prayers and words of comfort after the passing
away of Paulina. Its has been probably the most testing time we have had as a family but through Gods grace we have made is thus far. A
special mention goes to Pastor Brian and his team at Swellendam church. Although we do not fellowship there the love they showed was heart
warming. Thank you as well for the donor who helped with the funeral costs. Finally to my boys who flew out to stand by us at this difficult
time helped by our lovely family in the UK.
Amid the sadness though came a moment
of joy with the birth of our 7th grand child
Noah. He and his mum are doing very well
although he has along with the whole household picked up his first cold. Welcome to life
little buddy you are much loved.
Winter has truly set in here in the cape.
Good rains have filled the Dam and the
mountains have a dusting of snow on the top
however it also has its benefits like a nice
wood fire and braai bread in the pot that
goes down very well on a cold evening.
However life continues and thanks to a
welcome donation we have been able to start the next phase of our piggery project. By the end of this year our boar Rigsby should be servicing
12 sows. Our aim is to produce 200 weaners a year for the market thus giving the mission a income.

Health wise the kids are doing well with their HIV control. The farm now benefits from the rural mobile clinic which means we do
not have to spend the day at the government clinic. One of the perks about being out of town.
In September I will be visiting the UK and hopefully continue with the teaching I had booked before I had to leave. If you want me
to teach or share about the work then please contact me.
Other news from Anthony
I am pleased to announce that I have been offered a four year fees scholarship at Dublin City University. This means my status will
change from Part time student to full time student! It is a huge change for us, and a massive challenge, but Liz and I have stepped out in faith
and have accepted the offer.
Also, the Second edition of The Challenge of Church Discipline Today with additional chapters is now available on Amazon.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1987668073/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1529163537&sr=8-3&keywords=Anthony+Royle
Please feel free to read and share and please use this as you uplift the ministry in prayer.

Blessings in Jesus
Dave and Lyn
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Homiletics
Interested in Preaching? A course on Homiletics I wrote a few years
back Hope you enjoy it.
Homiletics is the study of the art of preaching. Preaching is
a subject that currently is proving unfashionable within certain
quarters of the Church. Church sociologists claim that today’s
modern congregation best learns from short sharp sound bites and
lacks the concentration and discipline to come under the ministry of
preaching. One clergyman was heard to say that ‘Preaching should be
dispensed with, what we need is more liturgy.’ One manifestation of
this is some areas of the Russian and Greek Orthodox Churches were
some congregations are exposed only to Liturgy and the singing of
scripture.
Yet preaching along with example and personal dialogue is
fundamental to communicating the Gospel message to a dying world.
‘How then can they call on the one they have not believed
in? And how can they believe in the one in whom they have not
heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching (GK
Kerrusso = proclaim, herald) to them? And how can they preach
unless someone is sent? As it is written ‘How beautiful are the feet of
those who bring good news!’ Romans Ch10:14-15 NIV
So this lecture is a direct response to those who would
disparage the noble art of preaching and to encourage those servants
of God who believe that God has given them a message of life to be
communicated to sinful man.
THE PREACHER
Let me say something first of all concerning the man in the
pulpit. Preaching is something he must be called to by God. We can
see many fine speakers at sports functions and every after dinner
occasion imaginable, but not many are called to preach. The best way
to describe this call is to look at scripture and specifically at Jeremiah
in Chapter 20:9
‘But if I say I will not remember Him or speak anymore in
his name, then in my heart it becomes like a burning fire shut up in
my bones and I am weary of holding it in’ NASB
Jeremiah was responding Pashhur the priest who had him
beaten and put into stocks for prophesying. Despite the punishment
involved and the future threats of personal harm, Jeremiah could not
contain himself, he had to speak for the Lord, it was a fire threatening
to consume him.
God has raised up many great men who have been
DRIVEN to preach despite the attacks of others, they had to do it,
because God Himself had called them. Men such as Bunyan, Wesley,
Whitfield, Edwards, Finney and Spurgeon. The preacher must have
the right character that perseveres under extreme circumstances. One
commentator on Homiletics writes:
‘The man makes the preacher. God must make the man. The messenger is, if possible, more than the message. The preacher is more than
the sermon.
The preacher makes the sermon. As the life-giving milk from the
mother’s bosom is but the mother’s life, so all the preacher says is
tinctured, impregnated by what the preacher is. The treasure is in
earthen vessels, and the taste of the vessel impregnates and may
discolor. The man, the whole man, lies behind the sermon. Preaching
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is not the performance of an hour. It is the outflow of a life. It takes
twenty years to make a sermon, because it takes twenty years to make
the man. The true sermon is a thing of life. The sermon grows
because the man grows. The sermon is forceful because the man is
forceful. The Sermon is holy because the man is holy. The sermon is
full of the divine unction because the man is full of the divine
unction.’1
WHAT THEN IS HOMILETICS?
According to Terry Miethe in his ‘Dictionary of Doctrinal
words’ ‘HOMILETICS: from the Greek Homileticus, which means
to deal with others. The discipline that examines methods of
constructing, preparing and delivering sermons. Also used to refer to
the study of preaching in general’2
Concerning preaching he goes on to say:
‘PREACHING: declaring the truth of God from the word
of God to an audience. Though there are many different methods of
preaching and numerous types of sermons, preaching should primarily be exegetical: a careful study of the grammar, words and context of
a particular passage of scripture. Preaching should answer three
questions about the text. 1) What does the text say? 2) Why does it say
it, or what does the Holy Spirit want the passage to communicate? 3)
How does this truth apply to life at home, work or play. Any sermon
or lesson should be aimed at the heart, intended to motivate people to
take action, as well as the mind, able to persuade.’3
Biblical words for preaching
HEBREW
From Psalm 40:9
{1319} rc"B; — basar, baw-sar'; a primitive root; properly, to be fresh,
i.e. full (rosy, (figuratively) cheerful); to announce (glad news): —
messenger, preach, publish, shew forth, (bear, bring, carry, preach,
good, tell good) tidings.
From Neh 6:7
{7121} ar;q; — qara', kaw-raw'; a primitive root (rather identical with
7122 through the idea of accosting a person met); to call out to (i.e.
properly, address by name, but used in a wide variety of applications):
— bewray (self), that are bidden, call (for, forth self, upon), cry (unto),
(be) famous, guest, invite, mention, (give) name, preach, (make)
proclaim(- ation), pronounce, publish, read, renowned, say. click to
see {7122}
Jonah 3:2
{7150} ha;yriq] — qriy'ah, ker-ee-aw'; from 7121; a proclamation: —
preaching. {7121}
Eccl 1:1
{6953} tl,h,qo — qoheleth, ko-heh'-leth; feminine of active participle
from 6950; a (female) assembler (i.e. lecturer): abstractly, preaching
(used as a "nom de plume", Koheleth): — preacher. {6950}
GREEK
Matthew 3:1
(2784) khru>ssw, — kay-roos’-so; of uncertain affinity; to herald (as a
public crier), especially divine truth (the gospel): — preach (-er),
proclaim, publish.
Matthew 12:1
(2782) kh>rugma, — kay’-roog-mah; from (2784) (khru>ssw); a
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proclamation (especially of the gospel; by implication the gospel
itself): — preaching.
Luke 3:18
(2093) eJtoi>mwv, — het’-oy-moce; adverb from (2092) (eJtoimov); in
readiness: — ready.

that I want us to consider when we do indeed take the sermon clinic.
These are the questions concerning a sermon I would ask
and they will be dealt with separately with a brief conclusion.4
Does it have Jesus at it centre? (Christocentric)

Acts 3:20
(4296) prokhru>ssw, — prok-ay-rooce’-so; from (4253) (pro>) and
(2784) (khru>ssw); to herald (i.e. proclaim) in advance: —
before (first) preach.

Does it declare/proclaim the full gospel?

Acts 4:2
(2605) katagge>llw, — kat-ang-gel’-lo; from (2596) (kata>>) and the
base of (32) (a]ggelov); to proclaim, promulgate: — declare, preach,
shew, speak of, teach.

Is it communicated well and clearly?

Acts 9:27
(3955) parjrJhsia>zomai, — par-hray-see-ad’-zom-ahee; middle from
(3954) (parjrJhsi>a); to be frank in utterance, or confident in spirit
and demeanor: — be (wax) bold, (preach, speak) boldly.
Acts 11:19
(2980) lale>w, — lal-eh’-o; a prolonged form of an otherwise obsolete
verb; to talk, i.e. utter words: — preach, say, speak (after), talk, tell,
utter. Compare (3004) (le>gw).
Acts 20:7
(1256) diale>gomai, — dee-al-eg’-om-ahee; middle from (1223)
(dia>) and (3004) (le>gw); to say thoroughly, i.e. discuss (in argument
or exhortation): — dispute, preach (unto), reason (with), speak.
Rom 15:19
(4137) plhro>w, — play-ro’-o; from (4134) (plh>rhv); to make replete,
i.e. (literal) to cram (a net), level up (a hollow), or (figurative) to
furnish (or imbue, diffuse, influence), satisfy, execute (an office),
finish (a period or task), verify (or coincide with a prediction), etc.: —
accomplish, x after, (be) complete, end, expire, fill (up), fulfil, (be,
make) full (come), fully preach, perfect, supply.
Gal 3:8
(4282) proetoima>zw, — pro-et-oy-mad’-zo; from (4253) (pro>) and
(2090) (eJtoima>zw); to fit up in advance (literal or figurative): ordain
before, prepare afore.
Heb 4:2
(189) ajkoh>, — ak-o-ay’; from (191) (ajkou>w); hearing (the act, the
sense or the thing heard): — audience, ear, fame, which ye heard,
hearing, preached, report, rumoral.
Our own subjectivity will often colour whether or not WE
feel a preacher or his sermon is up to the mark. For example someone
once described the preaching of Billy Graham as great and dynamic,
yet after hearing him for myself I had to disagree. Yet I must agree
that God has used Billy tremendously over the last forty or so years.
What I have endeavoured to do here is place on paper what I believe
constitutes the fundamentals of good preaching. We will try and look
beyond the personality or variables of personal taste and see a man of
God handling the word of God, as someone capable and approved,
dividing the word correctly. I have centred this section on one
question. ‘What constitutes good preaching? And I believe that the
question can be simply answered by looking at six areas. It is these
areas of thought along with what we will learn in the ensuing weeks

Is it relevant to the peoples real needs?
Is it balanced in its scope and doctrinally correct?

Is it prepared well?
Now more than ever, preaching has come under attack by
liberal wings of the church. I believe that its importance has and
always will be paramount and its demise in our times can only be
detrimental to the church.
IS IT CHRISTOCENTRIC?
An important question to ask when we complete a sermon is
does it have at the very core, the person, work and nature of the Lord
Jesus Christ? In other words is it Christo-centric?
Christ is the focus of both New and Old testaments, in the
Old He is the heralded Messiah in the New His redemptive power is
there for all to see. Our Theology must have a sound and dynamic
Christology because Jesus is the very plumb line for all Christian
conduct.
As we build our Christology we are in fact relating to the
needs of the people we serve. For His example is to become our
standard, our way of living. And as we focus on the centrality of the
Son, we also give glory to the Father who sent Him and honour the
Spirit who has declared His eternal truths to us.
This is not to say that we cannot preach on the great characters of the Bible. But we must relate their greatness to Gods only Son
who is the focus of all we say and do. For example, Paul was a great
man. His doctrinal work is a foundation to all we believe, but at the
focus of Paul's work was the person of Jesus Christ. One has only to
glance at his letter to the Colossians to see his Christology working its
way through the text powerfully.
DOES IT DECLARE THE FULL GOSPEL?
Jesus said in Luke 4:18-19 ‘The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because He has anointed Me to preach good news to the poor. He has
sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight
for the blind, to release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the
Lords favour.’
Both preaching and proclaiming were an integral part of the
ministry of Jesus. Yet the word He uses for preach is a different one
than what Paul uses in Romans Ch10, Jesus uses euangelizo which
means to bring good or glad tidings. The word kerrusso though is still
used in the text but this time is translated ‘to proclaim’
We need to remember, that even in this present climate, were
the gospel message is declared as easy or cheep, and we are tempted to
over compensate by preaching judgement to liberally, that the centre
of the gospel is Good News for all mankind.
So as we prepare our message let us ask if they contain the
fundamental truths of Salvation, freedom, Liberty, Healing, Justice?
But, as I have already suggested, the gospel is wide ranging
in its scope. And we are never preaching the full council of God
unless the gospel message includes the subjects of Sin, Mans Fallen-
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ness, The Cross, The Blood of the Lamb, Holiness, Sanctification,
Rightiousness, Repentance, Assurance, Justification and Eternal
Judgement.
IS IT RELEVANT TO THE PEOPLES’ NEEDS?
Good Theology, preached and declared will always have the
preacher and the congregation asking ‘How can I apply this to my
life?’
The teachings of Jesus known as parables were ultimately
applicable. They were scenes from ordinary life and local culture,
which could be related by the common people who heard His
message. As a regular preacher in your local church, it is important to
feel the life pulse of the fellowship or community you serve. (Those
who itinerate have practically a prophetic role) It is important that you
know the people’s Real needs and not just what you perceive their
needs to be. Jesus said in John 10:14 ‘I am the good shepherd, I know
my sheep and my sheep know me’ Jesus knows what it is that troubles
the sheep and he knows what can place them in danger. This is why
good preaching is direct preaching. If a member of the church were
standing next to a Bomb, his life would be in obvious danger and you
would tell him in no uncertain terms to get out of the way. The same
can be said for Sin, which if it is left unguarded, can not only damage
you physically, but can also damage you spiritually. Paul for example
in his teachings used straight talking to a young Pastor Timothy in his
second letter Ch2:22 ‘Flee the evil desires of youth and pursue
righteousness, faith, love and peace, along with those who call on the
Lord out of a pure heart’ Paul new the danger signs, he made a judgement call and he applied it to the life of his son in the faith. Be careful
though, the temptation to use the pulpit for selfish or misguided
means is very strong and not uncommon. For example you may be
thinking that in your opinion the prayer life of the Church is not up
to scratch, or maybe someone spoke to you a little off recently and
now you think the church needs a good lesson in manners and it
needs to get its prayer life sorted out. What usually happens is that the
personal altercation can steam out of control because they believe you
are using your pulpit privilege to publicly condemn. And when the
subject of prayer is pointed at people, often the fingers begin to be
pointed back. Be objective and general when tackling subjective
matters and if you are tempted to preach on issues that have hurt you
personally and concern others in the community – DON’T
IS IT BALANCED IN ITS SCOPE AND DOCTRINALLY CORRECT?
As you approach the pulpit to preach, do you have a sense of
whose pulpit it really is? I have heard it said that some leaders are very
careful who preach from their pulpit. I understand the motive but
first and foremost we must understand that the pulpit belongs to
God. It is His mouthpiece and from it the oracles of God are to be
communicated.
It is therefore important that what we say and declare is
balanced and tempered by Gods word and not just a sounding board
for our own pet schemes and interests.
The pulpit is the place for the prophetic, we declare what
God alone is saying to His people from His word. We do not use the
pulpit to emphasis those things which may interest us, for example
‘end times,’ or ‘Gods judgement’, prophecy itself can all be overemphasised and therefore when feeding the flock we give them an unbalanced diet of spiritual food.
IS IT COMMUNICATED WELL?
It is important that we keep the metaphor of a balanced diet
when we think of the content of all good preaching. We will look at
this more closely in item six. But for now we must ask the questions:
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Is what I declare backed up by solid exegesis?
Is there too much spiritual milk?
Or even too much meat for the babes in Christ. (Even I can remember as a young believer some speakers rambling on about things
which I had no clue about)
You may enter the pulpit with the most profound revelation
from God. But unless it has been communicated well, your message
will fall on deaf ears more often than not. So lets ask ourselves these
relevant questions:
Does your sermon have direction or do you ramble with no one
knowing were you are going?
Do you have a point? Even two, three or four. It doesn’t matter as
long as the congregation can follow a clearly defined logical progression.
IS IT PREPARED WELL?
The biggest weapon a preacher can have is the way he applies
and prepares his message. The man who taught me to preach gave me
a very thorough grounding as to what was expected. He told me that
for every sermon there needs to be around 10 hours study and preparation time. So lets us ask ourselves some very useful questions:
How do you study? Is there a time and place set aside away from
disturbances from family and the outside world?
Time is at a premium. How much time did you steward towards
your last message?
How are your texts researched? Do you have an adequate supply of
good theological books such as concordances, single book commentaries, Bible Dictionaries and Encyclopaedia? Do you go through
them thoroughly making notes so that when you preach the listener
can easily reference them for there own use. There is nothing worse
than going to the pulpit, asking them to turn to a text and the text is
not there.
How often do you run through your sermon before preaching?
Familiarity with your message is important because it can release you
from your notes and if you do go of the path you are able to find your
original point quickly. For example after studying all day Tuesday and
Thursday I run over my wok on Saturday morning for one hour and
Sunday morning for 45 mins before I preach.
Going back to the metaphor of the balanced diet, when cooking
you will find that a truly good meal has the best ingredients, it is
prepared lovingly and it is presented well. To often we see in the
church a meal grabbed on the last minute from memory, boiled up in
a big pot and then slopped onto the plate. Remember this if you can:
If you cannot study, if you cannot give it time, if you cannot relate to
it, if you cannot present it well and you cannot present yourself well Don’t do it! WHY? Because we are Christ’s ambassadors, we are His
representatives, we are in a place of privilege, and we are to honour
God in ALL we do!
1 Bounds, The Preacher & Prayer (Master Christian Library) p 5
2 Miethe TL, The compact dictionary of doctrinal words (Bethany House Publishers 1988) p108
3 Ibid p161-162
4 Royle D, What constitutes good preaching (Cornerstone Press 1999)
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Itinerary
Jacob Prasch’s Itinerary
U.S.A.
Saturday September 29th 2018 7:00 PM
The Open Door NYC
9 East 7th Street, New York, NY 10003
(corner of 3rd Ave and East 7th St.,
if using GPS please use
59 Cooper Square ,
New York , New York 10003)
Phone: 201-960-9336
Sunday September 30th 2018 11:00 AM
Rock Church
153 E 62nd St
(between 3rd Ave & Lexington Ave)
New York NY 10065

U.K.
Sunday October 7th 2018 10:30 AM
The YMCA, Duffryn Road
Mountain Ash
Rhonnda Cynos Taff
CF45 4DA
Contact Neville Stephens 07808 251502
http://www.bereanfellowship.org
Sunday October 7th 2018
3:00 PM
The Rock Christian Fellowship
The Key Centre, Charlton Road
(off High Street), Keynsham, Bristol
CONTACT
Tony or Freddie Lewis 0117 9862965
Jacob at Cornerstone
Tuesday October 9th 6:45pm
301 Lavender Hill
(Next to Cornerstone book shop)
Clapham Junction
London SW11 1LN
Contact Ulrika Warner 0207 9242413
Saturday October 13th, 11am - 3:30pm
Woodberry Down Baptist Church
190 Vartry Road, South Tottenham,
London N15 6HA
Website woodberrydownchapel.org
email:
contact _ us@woodberrydownchapel.org
Contact REV. CHARLES MUGENYI
Phone: 020 8802 2846 07714 092188
Sunday 14th October 10.00am
Bethel Christian Assembly
Shalford Village Hall,
Kings Road, Shalford GU4 8JU
Contact Simon Wyatt 077806 70718
www.bethelchristian.org.uk
Thursday 18th October 7:45pm
Calvary Pentecostal Church
102 Doagh Rd Abbott’s Cross
Newtownabbey BT37 9TW
Contact Stephen or Alex Trimble 02893 462059
calvary@fsmail.net

Friday 19th - Sunday 21st October 2018
Irish Conference
Agape Christian Fellowship
Orange Field Crescent, Belfast.
Contact Martin Foster
02895084463/07821528473
www.agapefellowship.co.uk
Monday 22nd October 8.00pm
Abbey Hotel, Donegal Town
Co Donegal F94 AP8W
Contact Martin Kelly 87 218 5818
www.abbeyhoteldonegal.com
Sat 27th October 10:30am – 4:30pm
Jacob Prasch at the Hephzibah Mission,
C of E First School
Sandygate Road, Marlow, Bucks
Contact Trevor and Maggie
Stewart-Sweet 01494 764913
http://hephzibah-marlow.org.uk
Sunday Oct 28th 10:30am
Court Farm Evangelical Church
198 Court Farm Rd, London SL9 4JS
Contact: Pastor JOHN HAYWARD
020 3583 4054 & 07934 563073
https://cfec.co.uk
Thursday November 1st 7:30 PM
Hope Hall 36 Church Street,
Baillieston, Glasgow G69 7EX
Doors open at 7:00pm Commencing at 7:30pm
Contact Charlie & Pamela
McLemman 0141 5736840
Friday - Sunday 2nd-4th November 2018
Moriel Scottish Conference
'Working While We Have The Light"
Gartmore House, Aberfoyle, nr Stirling
http://www.gartmoreestate.com
Speakers: Jacob Prasch and David Noakes
For information, or to book, please call:
Marilyn Clunie on 01577 863648 -orShona Ferry on 01383 850784 or 07718 960248
Jacob at Cornerstone
Tuesday November 6th 6:45pm
301 Lavender Hill
(Next to Cornerstone book shop)
Clapham Junction
London SW11 1LN
Contact Ulrika Warner 0207 9242413

PLEASE CHECK THE WEBSITE FOR
FURTHER ITINERARY INFORMATION
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